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Abstract
Background: Biosensors can be well-defined as analytical procedures

which contain a combination of biological sensing elements like sensor system

and a transducer they includes a biological elements with a suitable transducer

to yield a measurable the signal related to the concentration of biochemical

species in different types of samples. Biosensors demonstrate an excellent

presentation value due to the progression of technology and the characteristics

features of exact identification.

Aim of study: To detect the level of Alanine transaminase (ALT) and

Aspartate aminotransferase (AST) liver enzymes and its concentration through

the using of different set up  of laser biosensors  as a new method.

Materials and Methods: Twenty four blood samples were collected

from patient’s males and females, their ages ranged from (15-72) years admitted

to Ibn -Alnafees hospital complaining from heart and liver diseases. From each

patient taking (10 ml ) of blood were taken labelled, centrifuged and divided

into two parts, (5ml) used for detection the concentration of ALT and AST

enzymes examined manually in the hospital using RANDOX kit and

spectrophotometer in at a wavelength (546) nm. The other 5ml is used to detect

the concentration of enzymes by using three setup of constructed laser biosensor

device. According to the optical properties of ALT and AST  enzymes ,

standard wavelength  (530-550 nm ) as listed in the RANDOX kit and the

refractive index of ALT and  AST standard ,1.3460 au, 1.3470 au respectively

by using abbey refrectometer were usedto select the suitable laser green light

diode (semiconductor) at wavelength 532 nm, Power <1000 mW. Three types of

optical fibers are used for the construction of biosensors to detect the

concentration of ALT and AST enzymes in serum samples:

1-Single mode fiber (SMF-28) is sensing in 531. 62 nm and 531.16 nm

respectively.
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2- Multimode fiber (MM) is sensing in 531.16 nm for both enzymes.

3- Photonic crystal fiber PCF Machzender- interferometer (LMA-10) sensing in

531.16 nm for both enzymes. After Constructing biosensors (SMF, MMF and

PCF) they were connect with green diode laser 532 nm according to the optical

properties of the standard of ALT and AST enzyme. On the prepared segment

of fiber (2 cm) of all setup, (1 ml) of standard and all samples are placed,

connect with an optical spectrum analyzer (ocean HR-2000) to show the signal

of intensity.

Results: The absorption of laser light by highly concentrated samples are

higher and inversely proportional to the intensity of light, this means that the

intensity of light at the detector side were high when the concentration of

enzymes are low. This phenomenon could be explained as, the higher

absorption of light by samples (ALT and AST enzymes) due to the selection of

suitable laser which depends on the absorption of the samples to the wavelength

of the laser. Multimode fiber (MMF) biosensor considered the more effective

type because the signal of intensity  of multimode fiber have a large number of

modes compared with single mode fiber and  photonic crystal fiber which have

limited number of modes due to their  basic structure.

Conclusion: In construction of three types biosensor: single mode,

multimode and photonic crystal using green light diode laser 532nm to detect

the level of ALT and AST liver enzymes in blood samples, multimode laser

biosensor considered the best biosensor for detection the concentration of both

enzymes in the sample in addition it is highly sensitive in transmission of signal

light intensity. Biosensor are most accurate, with a  rapid diagnosis ,less costley

method than the traditional method to avoid any biological changes in blood

sample lead to changes in optical characterastic (refractive index and

absorption)  of blood sample.
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1.1 Introduction

This chapter focuses on liver and its enzymes, laser, fibers and biosensor.

Where defined liver and its enzymes such as (ALT and AST) and its functions

and disease. Then define laser, fibers, evanescent wave, in-Line PCF Mach-

Zehnder Modal Interferometer, Biosensors and their classifications, applications

and the optical biosensor explained briefly.

1.2 Liver

Liver is a part of the digestive system,asecondalargesta organain atheabody
aandaisa locatedaunderaribacageaonathearightaside.

and nutrients through the conversion of food and drinks, removal of harmful

substances from the blood, detoxification, protein synthesis, and the production

of chemicals that help in  the digestion of food. [1, 2]

Shown in figure (1.1).

Figure (1.1) Anatomy of liver [3]
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1.2.1 The major functions of the liver

Thealiveraisaclassedaasaaaglandaandaassociatedawithamanyafunctions.aItaisadiff

icultatoagiveaaapreciseanumber,aasatheaorganaisastillabeingaexplored,abutaitaisathought
athata thealiveracarriesaouta500adistinctaroles:[4, 5] atheamajorafunctionsaofathealiver

includes:a

1-Fatametabolization: aBileabreaksadownafatsaandamakes measieratodigest. a

2-Metabolizing ofacarbohydrates:aCarbohydratesaareastoredainathealiver,a

whereatheyaareabrokenadownaintoaglucoseaandasiphonedaintoatheabloodstreamato
amaintainanormalaglucosealevels.aTheyaareastoredaasaglycogenaandareleasedawhene

veraaaquicka burstaofaenergyaisaneeded. (

3-Absorbingaandametabolizingabilirubin:aBilirubinaisaformedabyathea

breakdownaofahaemoglobin.aTheaironareleasedafromahaemoglobinaisastoredainath

ea liveraoraboneamarrowaandausedatoamakeatheanextagenerationaofabloodacells. a

4-Vitaminaandamineralastorage:aThealiverastoresavitaminsaA,aD,aE,aK,aand
aB12. Itakeepsasignificantaamountsaofatheseavitaminsastored.aInasomeacases,
aseveralayears'aworthaofavitaminsaisaheldaasaaabackup.aThealiverastoresaironafrom
ahaemoglobinainatheaformaofaferritin,areadyatoamakeanewaredabloodacells.aTheali

vera alsoastoresaandareleasesacopper. [5]

5-Supportingabloodaclots:aVitaminaKaisanecessaryaforatheacreationaofacertaina

coagulantsathatahelp toaclotatheablood.aBileaisaessentialaforavitaminaKaabsorption
aandaisacreatedainathealiver.aIfathealiveradoesanotaproduceaenoughabile,aclottinga

factorsa cannotabeaproduced.

6-Bileaproductiona:aBileahelpsatheasmallaintestineabreaksadownaanda absorbs
afats,acholesterol,aandasomeavitamins.aBileaconsistsaofabileasalts,acholesterol,abili

rubin, a electrolytes, andawater. a
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7-Productionaofaalbumin:aAlbuminaisatheamostacommonaproteinaina

bloodaserum.Itatransportsafattyaacidsaandasteroidahormonesatoahelpamaintainathe
acorrecta pressureaandapreventathealeakingaofabloodavessels. {[

8-Synthesisaofaangiotensinogen:aThisahormonearaisesabloodapressureabya

narrowingatheabloodavesselsawhenaalertedabyaproductionaofaanaenzymeacalleda

reninainatheakidneys. a

9-aMetabolisem of aproteins: aBileahelpsabreakadown ofaproteinsaforadigestion.

10-Filtrationaofablood:aThealiverafiltersaandaremovesacompoundsafrom
atheabody,includingahormones,asuchaasaestrogenaandaaldosterone,aand
acompoundsafroma outsideatheabody,aincludingaalcoholaandaotheradrugs.a[6]

A. Tests of the liver’s capacity to transport organic anions and to metabolize

drugs- Serum bilirubin, urine bilirubin, urobilinogen etc

B. Tests that detect injury to hepatocytes (serum enzyme tests)

Aminotransferases, alkaline phosphatase, ãglutamyl transpeptidase,

5 nucleotidase, leucine aminopeptidase etc.

C. Tests of the Liver’s biosynthetic capacity- Serum proteins, albumin,

prealbumin, serum ceruloplasmin, procollagen III peptide, a 1 antitrypsin, a feto

protein, prothrombin time etc. [6]

1.3 Enzymes

Enzymesaareacellularaproteinsathataaidainaspeed up a(catalyse) achemical
areactionsainatheahumanabody.Theyabindatoamoleculesaandaalterathemainaspecific
aways,theyathareanecessaryafor arespiration,adigestingafood,amuscleaandanerve
afunction,aamonga thousandsaofaotheraroles.aEnzymesaareabuiltaofaproteins
afoldedaintoacomplicateda shapes;atheyaareapresentathroughoutatheabody.
aTheachemicalareactionsathatakeepausa alivea-aourametabolisma-relyaonatheawork
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Thataenzymesacarryaout.aEnzymesaspeedaupa(catalyse)chemicalareactions;ainasomea

cases,aenzymesacanamakeaaachemicalareactionamillionsaofatimesafasterathanaitawoulda

haveabeeawith out it aasubstrateabindtoatheaactiveasiteaofaanaenzymeaandais
aconvertedaintoaproducts.aOnceatheaproducts leaveatheaactiveasite,atheaenzymeais
areadyatoaattachatoaaanewasubstrateaandarepeatathea process show in figure (1-2). [1]

Figure (1- 2) The enzyme that amylase breaks down the starch. [1]

1.3.1 Mechanisms of enzymes

Thea"lockaandakey"amodelawasafirstaproposedaina1894.aInathisamodel
aanaenzyme'sa activeasiteaisaaaspecificashape,aandaonlyatheasubstrate awilla

fitaintoait,alikeaaalockaanda key.aThisamodelahasanowabeenaupdated
aandaisacalledatheainduced-fitamodel. Inathisamodel,a theaactiveasiteachanges
ashapeaasaitainteractsawithatheasubstrate.Once theasubstrateaisafullyalocked
ainaandainatheaexactaposition,atheacatalysisacanabegin. The active site of

an enzyme are bind to the substrate, later is changed into products. As the

active site are leaved by the products as shown in figure (1-3), a new substrate
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Are ready to attach by the enzyme and repeat the process. [1]

Figure (1-3): Enzyme lock and key model [1]

1.3.2 Liver enzymes

Examinationaofathealevelsaofacertainaenzymesaandaproteinsainatheabloodat

hataarea higheraoralowerathananormalacanaindicatealiveraproblems.
aLiverafunctionatestsa include:

1-Alanineatransaminasea(ALT). ALTaisaanaenzymeafoundainathealiver
athatahelpsa convertaproteinsaintoaenergyaforathealiveracells.aWhenathea

liveraisadamaged,aALTa isareleasedaintoatheabloodstreamaandalevelsaincrease. [7]

2-aAspartateatransaminasea(AST).aASTaisaanaenzymeathatahelpsametabolizea

aminoaacids.aLikeaALT,aASTaisanormallyapresentainabloodaatalowalevels.aAna

increaseainaASTalevelsamayaindicatealiveradamage,adiseaseaoramuscleadamage. a
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3- Alkalineaphosphatasea(ALP). ALPaisaanaenzymeafoundainathealiver
aandaboneaandaisaimportantaforabreakingadownaproteins.aHigherathanaanormala

levelsaofa ALPamayaindicatealiveradamageaoradisease,asuchaasaaablockedabile
aduct,aoracertaina boneadiseases. [7]

4-aGammaa-aglutamyltransferasea(GGT).aGGTaisaanaenzymeainatheablood. a

Highera-athana-anormalalevelsamayaindicatealiveraorabileaductadamage.

5-aLa-alactateadehydrogenasea(LD).aLDaisaanaenzymeafoundainathealiver.

Elevatedalevelsamayaindicatealiveradamageabutacanabeaelevatedainamanyaothera

disorders. a

6- Prothrombinatimea(PT).aPTaisatheatimeaitatakesabyabloodatoaclot.aIncreased
aPTa mayaindicatealiveradamage. [7]

1.3.3 Liver diseases

An unhealthy, malfunctioning or diseaeased liver can be hazardous or

even lethal. There is a variety of conditions that affect the liver. Examples of

liver disease include:

1- Fascioliasis: caused by the two spp f.hepatica ,f.gigantica attack of a

parasitic worm.

2- Cirrhosis: the liver cells exchanged in a process known as fibrosis, produced

by an amount of factors, containing toxins, alcohol, and hepatitis. Fibrosis

causes liver failure as the functionality of the liver cells is injured.

3- Hepatitis: Hepatitis is the term specified to a general infection of the liver,

initiated by viruses, toxins, or an autoimmune response. It is characterized by

inflammation of the liver, may cause liver failure in severe cases shown in

figure (1-4), NASH (Non alcoholic state hepatitis) [8], [9].
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Figure (1 4- ) Steps of liver diseases [10]

1.3.4 Liver function tests

Liver function tests are important in the detect assistance of liver damage.

The measurement of certain proteins and enzymes in blood had been done by these

blood tests.

Liver function tests remain important for the followings:

1- Monitor the infections of liver, such as hepatitis.

2- Observe the development of a disease, like alcoholic, viral hepatitis, and

control the treatment.

3- Give notice about the progression of a disease, mainly scarring (cirrhosis).

4- Screen medications side effect mainly with warfarin (blood-thinning drugs).

[11]
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1.3.5 Alanine transaminase (ALT)

This enzyme established in the liver, kidneys, heart, and muscles in high

concentrations, mainly consist of 496 amino acids and are determined by a gene

situated in the long arm of chromosome 8.

The transamination reaction are catalyzed by enzyme, elevation the rises in

ALT level appeared with any kind of liver damage. Liver damage are caused by

liver inflammation (hepatitis), injury due to toxin and ischemic liver disease

leads to increasing the level of ALT enzyme, in Hepatitis C the level of ALT

enzyme increases more than in Hepatitis A and B. the rises in ALT level

mainly linked to fat accumulation in liver during childhood obesity,

inflammation due to fatty liver disease, Alcoholic and Non-alcoholic fatty liver

disease .

Metabolic syndrome (Bright liver syndrome) is suggestive when there is

increasing in level of ALT enzyme. [9]

The reaction it catalyzed and transfer the amino group from L-alanine

to ∝ − ketoglutarate , the product of this reaction are pyruvate + L- glutamate.

1.3.6 Aspartate transaminase (AST)

Highest concentration level of AST enzyme are found in the liver, heart,

muscle, kidney, brain, pancreas, and lungs. Increasing the level of AST

contained in certain organs are a moderately less specific indicator of liver

damage as related to ALT level. Tissue necrosis happened in myocardial

infarction and chronic liver diseases, liver cirrhosis indicate a highly suggestive

of increasing the level of mitochondrial AST in bloods.

The normal range for two enzymes ALT and AST are:

In Males from (8-35) U/L.

In Females from (6-25) U/L.
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1.3.7 AST: ALT ratio

The ratio of AST to ALT is of use in Wilson disease, CLD and

alcoholic liver disease and a ratio of more than 2 is usually observed. The lack

of ALT rise is probably due to pyridoxine deficiency. In NASH the ratio is less

than one in the absence of fibrosis on liver biopsy. [12]

In viral hepatitis the ratio is usually less than one. The ratio invariably rises to

more than one as cirrhosis develops possibly because of reduced plasma

clearance of AST secondary to impaired function of sinusoidal cells. [13]

ALT exceeds AST in toxic hepatitis, viral hepatitis, chronic active hepatitis and

cholestatic hepatitis, if the AST: ALT ratio > 2 that means occurs cirrhosis. [14]

1.3.8 Mitochondrial AST: Total AST ratio:

This ratio is characteristically elevated in alcoholic liver disease.

Abstinence from alcohol improves this ratio. It is also seen to be high in

Wilson’s disease. [12]

1.4 LASER

LASER (Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation)

Laser is a light that have the high intensity and highly directional light.

[15] Charles Hard Townes is an American scientist and two Soviet scientists,

Alexander Mikhailovich Prokhorov and Nikolai Gennediyevich Basov, they

desirable Nobel Prize (1964) and basic concepts for laser [16]. Scientist who

was firstly demonstrated laser by experiment through light flashing determined

ruby crystal is TH Maiman from Research Laboratory Hughes, California, in

1960. [17, 18]

Laser is a light through a method called stimulated emission of radiation which

intensifies or increases the intensity of light. Some lasers yield visible light but

others produce ultraviolet which arein visible. The energy of the emitted photon
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When electron displays from the level of higher energy to the level of a lower

energy, it releases light or photon show in figure (1-5). [19, 20]

This is equal to the energy variance between the energy levels. Laser is diverse

from the conventional light. Laser light has extra-ordinary properties which are

not existing in the conventional light bases like sun and incandescent

lamp.Laser produce greatly directional, monochromatic, coherent and polarized

light beam. There are many uses of laser mainly in welding and Cutting,

surveying, in medical applications, laser nuclear fusion, garment

industry, treatment, barcode. [21, 22]

The energy emitted from the orbit of electron is bigger for orbits

additional after the nucleus of atom as seen in classical view. Therefore,

originated electrons are now at exact level of energy of an atom, are illustrated

in figure (1-6).

Figure (1-5): excitation state [23]
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Figure (1-6): laser principle design [23]

1.4.1 Absorption

A simple phenomenon can be used in bio-sensing, Absorption is

A process in which all or part of the energy of the photon is converted into

Other types of energy, like heat. The absorbance can be measured by directing a

beam of radiation at the sample and detecting the intensity of the radiation

(emission) that comes across it according to beer lambert law. [24]
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Some techniques of absorption spectroscopy have been advanced to estimate

the absorption as a function of wavelength, such as ultraviolet-visible, infrared

and X-ray absorption spectroscopy. [25]

1.4.2 The intensity of light

Intensity is the influence transported in the area, anywhere the area is

distinguished continuously the flat vertical to the energy direction. Using

SI system, it has parts watts per square meter (W/m2). It is used most regularly

with waves (example - sound or light), in which case the normal power transfer

over one period of the wave is used. Intensity can be useful to other conditions

where energy is transported. [26]

The intensity of modulated light can be measured by a light receiving

component and transformed into an electrical signal. The electrical signal

change is proportional to the change of the measured. Different sensors, like

Mass and refractive index sensors have been implemented based on this

modulation technique. [23]

1.4 .3 Light-matter interaction.

Some effects are produced once the light incidence with matter with no

disturbance toward the electron levels of atoms and so, variations not present in

the light wavelength or energy. So, the simulated of light occurred, absorbed,

dispersed, and directed with the original wavelength (λ1). When the levels of

electrons are changed, some molecules are absorbed light, causing original

luminescence (light emission), through greater wavelength (λ2) .Altogether of

these occurrences are illustrated in Figure (1-7). [27]
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Figure (1-7) some occurrences produced by the light-matter interaction
[27]

Additional variations container can perform, like polarization of light or

alteration in light polarization angle. Therefore the substance characteristics are

changed (direction, intensity, wavelength and polarization) of matter. [28]

1.4.4 Laser tissue interaction (propagation of laser light in matter)

Beam of laser that meetings media superficial can be imitated,

transmitted, absorbed or may be scattered at different level. When the laser

beam drops on the media, it is not consider as a light but as a nonstop or pulsed

is trains of photons. Photon as a particle can only intermingle by substance

through removing energy amount. Thus, photons that are absorbed only can

yield effect in the tissue. Achromophore is requisite for absorption of photon

Inside the tissue. The photon absorption are increased by reducing its

reflectance, scattering and transmission. [29]
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1.4.5 Types of lasers

Lasers may be classified according to several criteria

1-Based on the mode of operations:

 Pulsed system (single pulsed or repetitively pulsed).

 Continuous wave system.

 Single pulsed Q-switched system.

 Mode locked system.

2-Based on mechanism in which population inversion:

 Three level system.

 Four level system.

3-Based on active medium:

 Gas laser.

 Solid laser.

 Semiconductor laser.

 Tunable dye laser.

4-Based on characteristics of the laser radiation:

 Fixed frequency.

 Tunable.

5- Based on the excitation mechanism (pumping) method of the active

medium:

 Optical pumping.

 Electrical pumping.

 Laser pumping.

6-Bsed on the laser output power:

 Low.

 Medium.

 High. [30]
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Figure (1-8) wavelength of commercially available lasers [31]
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1.5 FIBERS

Optical fibers are used to transfer of light and find different

application in fiber optic transportations, optical documentation.

Fiber transmission above lengthier spaces and having higher bandwidths

more than present in the wire cables [32]. Optical fibers are used a instead

of metal wires because amounts of signals damage are minor in amounts that

moves along the fibers. They are resistant to interference occurred

electromagnetically, easy after which wires metal in type wounded extremely.

Optical fibers are also appliedin illumination, enclosed in packages

(bundles) for this they can be used in images transportation.

Therefore permitting watching limited spaces, like in a fiberscope.

. Exactly directed fibers have a variety of application, like fiber lasers

and fiber optic sensors presented in figure (1-9). [33]

Figure (1-9) Cable optical fiber [32
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1.5.1 Single Mode Fiber

A single-mode fiber (SMF) is an optical fiber intended to transmit light in

adown direction - the transverse mode. Waves can require the same mode but

have altered or different frequencies. In single-mode fibers, waves appeared

with different frequencies and with the same mode, means that they are

distributed in space in the same way, and that provides a single beam of light.

Though the ray movements parallel to the length of the fiber, it is

called transverse mode meanwhile its electromagnetic alternations occur

perpendicular (transverse) to the length of the fiber. ).show in figure (1-10)

[34, 35]

Figure (1-10): Single mode and Multimode fiber [36]
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1.5.2 Multi-mode Fiber

Multimode fiber mainly associated with a core large in diameter

(More than 10 micrometers). Emissions of light in multimode fiber

Are directed along core by total internal reflection .Emission of rays that

encounter the boundary at a short angle are diverted from the core into the

cladding, and do not transportation light, figure (1-11) showing the diffrence

among Single mode and Multimode fibers. [37,38]

Figure (1-11): Difference concerning Single mode and Multimode Fiber

Patch Cables cords. [39]
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1.5.3 Photonic crystal fiber (PCF)

This type of fiber are also named as microstructure or holey fibers.

Photonic crystal fibers (PCFs), have an intermittent collection of micro holes

that track length ways the whole length of fiber. The light-guiding mechanisms

in case that means of a modified total internal reflection [40, 41]

Exceptional guiding mechanism and modal properties of photonic crystal fibers

discuss the number, size, shape, and the parting between the air-holes as well as

the air-hole organization [42, 43].

A PCF using LMA 10 fiber, created the information that higher order modes

can remain in the core of a PCF with a small length showing in figures

(1-12A, b), (1-13). [44, 45]

Figure (1-12) :( a) solid core (b) hollow core [46]
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Figure (1-13): Photonic crystal fiber with a solid core. Air holes decrease

the effective index of the cladding below that of the core which can then

guide light. [46]

1.5.3.1 Large Mode Area Photonic Crystal Fibre (LMA)

The special feature of photonic crystal fibres is the geometrical

properties of its cross-section, by controlling on these properties, PCFs with

large effective area can be designed .This type of optical fibres called large

mode area (LMA) or single-mode photonic crystal fibre which can be designed

by making a small relative hole size and large hole-to-hole spacing in a

considerable range. This

Type of fibre can be kept away the material damage with high power lasers.

Thus, large mode area can be employed for propagating a high power laser. In

spite of that the photonic crystal fibres and standard optical fibres can give the

same mode areas at a given single wavelength, large mode area PCFs have a

different advantages for broadband and high beam quality applications due to
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Their capability to be a single mode with large mode area along a broad

wavelength range. [47, 48.49]

1.5.3.2 In-Line PCF Mach-Zehnder Modal Interferometer with

Mic-Hole Collapsing

Micro-hole collapsing is a simple kind of MZI because its fabricati

only need to cleave and splicing the optical fiber. By changing the

parameters of the fusion splicing, the collapsed region can be controlled. At

region where the holes are collapsed, there is no fiber cladding and the photonic

crystal fiber is no more in single mode. This way can be designed by splicing

PCF between two SMFs as shown in figure (1-14). At the first collapsed region,

the air hole is completely collapsed, the beam mode of the core is diffracted,

and worked as a splitter. In the PCF core, the beam will be expanded and a part

of core mode can be coupled to the PCF cladding modes at the collapsing

region. After propagating the length of the PCF (L) and when they reach of

second collapsed region, they will recombine. [50]

By using Gaussian beam approximation, broadening of a fundamental mode can

be measured. Mode field diameter ( ) at the splicing point (z) can be

calculated from  :

= 2 √1 + ( 2)

Where (n) is the refractive index of the pure silica (n silica=1.45), is the light

wavelength and (w) is the light spot size.  In general interference pattern which

is depending on the length of optical path, shows the displacement between

two-arms of interferometer because of core mode has a higher effective index

than the cladding mode. Therefore, the physical lengths of interferometer arms

are similar; the spatial frequency of the wavelength spectrum is directly related

with the different between the effective indices of the cladding and core
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Mode [51]. The intensities of core and the cladding modes can be measured as

function of a physical length ( ), wavelength and phase difference

(φ): = + + 2√ ( Δφ)

Where ( ), ( ) are the mode intensities of cladding and core mode

respectively.

Where is the interaction length (the sensing area length), is the wavelength in

the vacuum, and Δ = − is the change in the effective refractive

index of the mode. By changing the length of the photonic crystal fibre, the

fringe or period spacing in these interferometers can be easily control [52]

Figure (1.14) Diagram illustrate transmission of light between single

Mode fiber and photonic crystal fiber, excitation and recombination

Of modes in the whole collapsed region. [53]
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1.5.3.3 Unclad Evanescent Wave Optical Fibre Sensor

Evanescent wave technique is used in a particular class of optical

fibre sensor for monitoring and measurement of asset of chemical and physical

variables [54]. An evanescent wave is created whenever light undergoes TIR at

the core cladding interface. The evanescent wave penetrating a small distance

into the cladding of optical fibre. Figure (1-15) shown the evanescent wave

which decays exponentially from the interface of core and clad and propagating

parallel to it. [55]

Figure (1-15) evanescent wave in the optical fibre cladding [54]
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1.6 BIOSENSOR

Biosensors can be well-defined as analytical procedures which contain a

combination of biological sensing elements like sensor system and a transducer

they includes a biologically active element with an suitable physical transducer

to yield a quantifiable signal proportional to the concentration of chemical

species in any type of sample show in figure (1-16 ) [56,57 ,58 ].

The main construction advantages and applications of biosensors are stability,

cost, sensitivity, and reproducibility shown in figure (1-17).

Figure (1-16) Construction of biosensor [59]
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Schematic Figure (1-17) application of biosensors [60]
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1.6.1 Biosensors aApplicationsa

Inarecentayears,atheseasensorsahaveabecomeaveryapopular,aandatheyaareaappli

cablea inadifferentafieldsa.a

 Commonahealthcareacheckinga,MetabolitesaMeasurementa.Screeningafora

sicknessa,Insulinatreatmenta,Clinicalapsychotherapya&adiagnosisaofadiseasea

 InaMilitarya,Agricultural,aandaVeterinaryaapplicationsa,drugaimprovement,a

offenseadetectiona,Processinga&amonitoringainaIndustriala,Ecologicalapollutiona

control.

Fromatheaaboveaarticle,afinally,aweacanaconcludeahatabiosensorsaanda

bioelectronicsahaveabeenausedainaaalotaofaareasaofahealthcare,alifeasciencea research,
aenvironmental,afooda&amilitaryaapplications.aFurther,atheseasensorsacana

beaenhanceda as a Nanabiotechnology shown in figure (1-18). [61]

Figure (1-18) Schematic biosensors of different types containing biological

recognition elements, transducers, and detectors. [61]
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1.6.2 Optical Biosensor

Several optical phenomena can be used in optical biosensors such as

fluorescence,aluminescence,aabsorption,ainterferometry,aevanescentawaveaanda

SurfaceaPlasmonaResonance,atoachangeabiologicalainformationsaintoathea

measurableaopticalasignal.aAbsorptionaisaaasimpleaphenomenonacanabeaappliedaina

bio-sensing.aAbsorptionaisaaaprocessainawhichaallaorapartaofaphotonaenergyaisa

transformedatoaotheratypesaofaenergy,alikeaheat.aTheaabsorbanceacanabeameasureda

byadirectingaaabeamaofaradiationaatatheasampleaandasensingatheaintensityaofathea

radiationathataoriginatesaacrossait.aSomeatechniquesaofaabsorptionaspectroscopya

haveabeenaprogressiveatoadetermineatheaabsorptionaasaaafunctionaofawavelength, a

suchaasaultraviolet-visible,ainfrared and X-ray absorption spectroscopy [62].

Intensity modulation was used in early optical sensor growth owing to its low

cost, simplicity, and reliability [63].

The intensity of light source approved through a sensoraheadafromaaalightadiffersa

inaaccordanceawithatheameasured.aTheaintensityaofamodulatedalightacanabe

measuredabyaaalightareceivingacomponentaandatransformedaintoaanaelectricala

signal.aTheaelectricalasignalavariationaisaproportionalatoatheachangeaofathea

measured.aDifferentasensors,alikeamassaandarefractiveaindexasensorsahaveabeena

realizedabasedaonathisamodulationatechnique .[64, 65].

A typical biosensor is characterized in figure which it involves of the following

components:

Analyte:aAasubstanceaofaconcernathataneedsarecognition.aForaexample,aglucoseais

ana‘analyte’ainaaabiosensoraplannedatoadetectaglucose.aBioreceptoraA:amoleculea

thataspecificallyaidentifiesatheaanalyteaisawell-knownaasaaabioareceptor.aEnzymes, a

cells,aaptamers,adeoxyribonucleicaacida(DNA)aandaantibodiesaareasomeaexamples

ofabioareceptors.aTheaprocessaofasignalagenerationa(inatheaformaofalight,aheat,apH, a
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Chargeaorabulkachange,aetc.) uponainteractionaofatheabioareceptorawith
atheaanalytea isacalledabioarecognition. a

•aTransducer:a Theatransduceraisaaacomponentathataaltersaoneaformaofaenergyaintoa

another.aInaaabiosensorathearoleaofatheatransduceraisatoachangeatheabio-recognitiona

eventaintoaaadeterminateasignal.aThisaprocessaofaenergyaalterationaisaknownaasa

signalisation.aMostatransducersayieldaeitheraopticalaoraelectricalasignalsathataarea

usuallyaproportionalatoatheaamountaofaanalyteabioareceptorainteractions. a

•aElectronics: aAapartaofaaabiosensorathataprocessesatheatransducedasignalaanda

formulatesaitaforadisplay.aItaconsistsaofacomplexaelectronicacircuitryathataperformsa

signalaconditioningasuchaasaamplificationaandaconversionaofasignalsafroma

analogueaintoatheadigitalaform.aTheaprocessedasignalsaareathenacountedabyathea

presentationaunitaofatheabiosensor. a

Display:a Theadisplayainvolvesaofaaauserainterpretationasystemasuchaasathealiquida

crystalademonstrationaofaaacomputeraoraaadirectaimprinterathataproducesanumbersa

oracurvesaunderstandableabyatheauser.aThisapartaoftenaconsistsaofaaamixtureaofa

hardwareaandasoftwareathatamakesaresultsaofatheabiosensorainaanaaccessible
amanner.Theaoutputasignalaonatheadisplayacanabeanumeric,agraphic, aflataoraaacopy, a

dependingaonatheasuppliesaofatheafinishauser shown in figure (1-19). [66]
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Figure (1-19) the a Schematic r epresentation aof aaabiosensora[66].

1.6.3 Optical Biosensor Properties

TheaOpticalabiosensoraisaaadeviceathataproceduresaanaopticalameasurementa

standard.aTheyauseatheafiberaopticsaasawellaasaoptoelectronicatransducers.aThea

termaoptrodeacharacterizesaaacompressionaofatheatwoatermsaopticala&aelectrode.a

Theseasensorsamainlyaincludeaantibodiesaandaenzymesasimilaratheatransducinga

elements.

Theaopticalabiosensorsaareacategorizedaintoatwoatype’sanamelyadirectaopticala

detectionabiosensoraandalabelledaopticaladetectionabiosensor. [67]
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1-SelectivityaSelectivityaisaperhapsatheamostaimportantafeatureaofaa
abiosensor.aSelectivityaisathecapabilityaofaaabioreceptorato

anoticeaaaspecificaanalyteainaaasampleacontaininga

otheraadmixturesaandacontaminants.aTheafinestaexampleaofaselectivityaisa

representedabyatheainteractionaofaanaantigenawithatheaantibody.aClassically, a

antibodiesaactaasabioreceptorsaandaareaimmobilisedaonatheasurfaceaofathea

transducer. aAasolutiona(usuallyaaabufferacontainingasalts) surroundingatheaantigena

isathenaexposedatoatheatransducerawhereaantibodiesacooperateaonlyawithathea

antigens.aToabuildaaabiosensor,aselectivityaisatheamainaconsiderationawhena

selectingabioreceptors. [68] [

2-Reproducibilitya

Reproducibilityaisatheacapabilityaofatheabiosensoratoaproduceamatchingaresponsesa

foraaacopiedaexperimentalaset-up.aTheareproducibilityaisacharacterisedabyathea

accuracyaandaaccuracyaofatheatransduceraandaelectronicsainaaabiosensor. a

Precisionaisatheacapabilityaofatheasensoratoaofferaalikearesultsaeveryatime.aaasamplea

isameasuredaandaaccuracyadesignatesatheasensor’sacapacityatoaprovideaaameana

valueanearatoatheaaccurateavalueawhenaaasampleaisameasuredamoreathanaonce.

Reproducibleasignalsaaffordahighareliabilityaandastrengthatoatheainferenceamadeaon

theaansweraofaaabiosensor.[69, 70] a

3- Stability

Stabilityaisatheadegreeaofasusceptibilityatoaambientadisordersainaandaabout athea

bioseansingasystem.aTheseadisordersacanaaimaaadriftainatheaoutputasignalsaofaaa

biosensoraunderameasurement.aThisacanafoundaanaerrorainatheameasureda

concentrationaandacanaaffectatheaprecisionaandaaccuratenessaofatheabiosensor. a

Stabilityaisatheamostacriticalafeatureainaapplicationsawhereaaabiosensorarequiresa

longaincubationastepsaoracontinuousamonitoring.aTheareactionaofatransducersaanda

electronicsacanabeatemperature-sensitive,awhichamayaaffectatheastabilityaofaaa

biosensor.aTherefore,aappropriateatuningaofaelectronicsaisamandatoryatoaconfirmaaa
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Stablearesponseaofatheasensor.aBioreceptorsawithahighaaffinitiesainspirea

eitherastroga electrostaticaconnectionaoracovalentalinkageaofatheaanalyteathata

strengthensatheastabilityaofaaabiosensor.aAnotherafactorathatadisturbsathe
astabilityaofameasurementa isatheadeprivationaofatheabioreceptoraovera

aaperiodaofatime. [71, 72] a

4-Sensitivitya

Theaminimumaamountaofaanalyteathatacanabeanoticedabyaaabiosensoradescribesaitsa

boundaryaofadetectiona(LOD)aorasensitivity.aInaaanumberaofamedicalaanda

environmentalamonitoringaapplications,aaabiosensoraisaessentialatoasenseaanalytea

concentrationaofaasalittleaas ng/mlaoraevenafg/mlatoacheckatheapresenceaofatracesaofa

analytesainaaasample.aForainstance,aaprostate-specificaantigena(PSA) a

concentrationaofa4ng/mlainabloodaisaassociatedawithaprostateacanceraforawhicha

doctorsaproposeabiopsyaexaminations.aHence,asensitivityaisaconsideredatoabeaa

significantapropertyaofaaabiosensor.a[73,74]

1.6.4 Opticalafiberabased Biosensorsa

Optical-basedabiosensorsaareaoriginal,aminute,aflexibleaplatforms

athataareabeinga usedawithaincreasingafrequencyaasabiosensoratransducers.a

Opticalafibersaarecapableatoamakeafastaandasensitivearesponses,aand acana

beaworkingaasaanaintrinsica oraextrinsicabiosensora[75]

Opticalafibersaareaaasuitableamaterialaforaopticalasensoraprojectabecauseathey

acana beaeconomicalaandaofferainformalaandaefficientasignaladistributionaTheyaarea

currentlyaamongatheamostacommonaofaallafiber-basedaopticalasensorsafora

inspectingaload,astraining,atemperature,avibration,aandaRIaOpticalafibersaconveya

lightaonatheabaseaofatheaprincipleaofatotalainternalareflectiona(TIR).aFiberaoptica

biosensorsaareabasedaonatheatransmissionaofalightaalongasilicaaglassafiber,aora
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Plastiacaopticalafiberatoatheasiteaofaanalysis.aOpticalafiberabiosensorsacanabeausedain
a arrangementawithadifferentakindsaofaspectroscopicatechnique, ae.g.

aabsorption, a fluorescence, aphosphorescence, asurfaceaplasmonresonance
a(SPR) shown in figure (1-20). [76].

Figure (1-20) the Schematic diagram showing main components of a

biosensor [77]

Claddingadetachedaevanescentawavea(EW)amaybeatheasimplestawayatoa

attaina directacommunicationaofalighatwithatheamediumaadjacentatheaopticala

fibreaisa throughatheaeliminationaofatheacladdingatoapermitaaccessatoathe
aEW,achangeaofathea opticalapropertiesaofatheasurroundingamedium,afor

aexample,aRIaoraspectrala

Absorption,awillaleadatoavariationaofathealightaspreadingainatheaopticalafibre.a

thisa fibreamodificationaenablesaEaspectroscopyawhichaisaaahighlyasubtle
aandapowerfula techniqueathataisausedatoameasureaquantitativelyaandaqualitatively
atheachemistrya ofatheaatmosphereasurroundingatheaopticalafibrea[78,79].

Theaabsorptionaspectrumaofatheamediumasurroundingatheafibreaeffectsathea

weakeningaofatheaEW,aandathusaofatheamode,aaccordingatoatheaLambert –Beeralaw:
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whereaαaisatheamolaraextinctionacoefficient,acaisatheaconcentrationaofatheaabsorbing

asubstance,aLaisatheapath-lengthathatalightajourneysathroughatheasamplea andaIo
aandaIaareathealightaintensitiesaatatheainputaandaoutputaofatheaoptical
afibre,ai.e. beforeaandaafterainteractionawithatheaabsorbingasubstance,arespectively
a[80,81].

Inaitsasimplestaform,aconnectionatheaoutputafromaaabroadbandaopticalasourc

eaintoa theaproximalaendaofatheafibreaandadetectingatheaspreadalight
abyaconnectionathea outputafromatheadistalaendatoaaaspectrometerawillapermit
atheaspectroscopyaofathea surroundingamediumatoabeameasured.

aThereaisaalsoaanaapplicationaadvantageaasa theasourceaandadetectoraarealocated
aonatheasameasideaofatheamediumaunder research.Itaisaalsoawortharevealing
athatathealowaweakeningaofachalcogenideaglassesainatheainfrareda(IR)aregiona(1–

10μm),awhereaspecificaabsorptiona landscapesaofaorganicamoleculesaare
asituated. Createsatheauseaofatheseafibresa attractiveafor aEW aspectroscopy shown

in figure (1-21)a[82].
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Figure (1-21) aillustrationaofaanaevanescentawaveawitharemoved
acladding. [82]
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1.7 Literature survey

The field of optical biosensor reflect as multidisciplinary region of

research that bonds the basic sciences principles (biology, physics and

chemistry,) with essentials of medical application, nano-technology and its

application in electronics. The history of biosensors demonstrated that the first

‘true’ biosensor was established by Leland C. Clark in 1956 [83] to detect

oxygen and establish the first bubble oxygenator for tradition in cardiac surgery

in1962, he is identified as the ‘biosensors father ‘and the origination of the

oxygen electrode bearings his name (Bhalla et al 2016) [84]. The Clark oxygen

electrode put the basis for the first glucose biosensor (the first biosensor of any

type)aandaprovedaana

amperometricaenzymeaelectrodeaforatheadetectionaofaglucose,athearateaofareactiona

currentaisalimitedabyatheadiffusionaofabothaglucoseaandaoxygen,athisadiffusionacana

beawellacharacterizedaforaaamembraneaforabothatheaoxygenaandaglucose,aleavinga

asatheaonlyavariableatheaoxygenaandaglucoseaconcentrationsaonatheaanalyte-sideaofa

theaglucoseamembrane,awhichaisatheaquantityabeingatoabeameasureda(Severinghausa

andaastrup 1986) .

Banerjee et al 2007, [85] used a plastic cladded sensor fiber to calculate

refractive index of liquid. They designed the ratio of intensity as a role of

refractive index of copper sulphate and fructose aqueous solutions, in order to

estimate the influence of optical absorption on refractive index, the result

showed that optical absorption will increase.

Villatoro and Badenes 2008, [86] designed a model interferometer based

on reflection. They used photonic crystal fiber (LMA) in a length of (24mm)

and joined it with single mod fiber standard in type. Connection and

recombining of cladding mode and core when the air holes were completely
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Collapsed using a various refractive index, high stability was observed in the

device over time.

Jha et al 2008, [87] observed and established aabiosensorausingasingle-

modeataperedfiberathatahasabeenaimmobilizedawithabioarecognitionamoleculesatoai

ntelligencea targetedaproteins.

An interferometry-patterned spectrumainteractionaofaevanescentawavesawithathe

externalamediumasurroundingatheataperedaregionaareaproduced,awhichashiftsacorrea

spondinglyatoaanyavariationsaofarefractiveaindexa(RI)ainatheaexternalamedium.

TheaprojectedasetupaachievedatoafindaanaRIasensitivityaandaconcentrationa

sensitivityaofa2526.8anm/RIUaanda20.368nmarespectivelyaisahighlyasensitiveawhen

comparedawithapreviousatrainings.aTheadynamicapresentation,auprightaspecificity,

andagreatasensitivityaofatheaprojectedamethodahighlightaaamassivelyabeneficiala

choiceaforaimmunologicaladiagnostics. a

Park et al 2010, [88] constructed a sensor generated on reflection. The

sensor made of aasolidasilicaacoreaphotonicacrystalafiber (LMA-10) collapsed

atatheamiddlea andasplicedawithaaasilicaafiber, later dipped in oil with refractive

index in range (1.410−1.430). Its simple manufacture process, they could

suppose mass production with low cost.

Mathew et al., 2010 [89] ,Cárdenas-Sevilla et al., 2011,  16 they had

many training in construction of photonic crystal optic fiber (PCF )

interferometer by using two arm interferometer and modal interferometer.

Splitting and recombining of twoa-aarmainterferometerainvolves

atwoamonochromaticaopticalabeamsathataspreada inadifferentafibresawhich
arequiresasomeametersaofaopticalafibreaandaoneaoratwoa couplers.
amodalainterferometeraactivitiesathearelativeaphaseadisplacementa

betweenatwoamodesaofatheafibre.aPhotonicacrystalafibreainterferometersabuiltaona
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micro-holeacollapseahaveaachievedagreataimportanceainarecentatimesaowingatoathea

simpleafabricationaprocessaconvolutedaandaexcellentasensingaperformance.

Wang and Tang 2012, [90] photonic crystal fiber (PCF, LMA-10) are

used to design a refractory index sensor. A minor section of PCF has been

joined amongst two standard single mode fibers (SMFs), entirely collapsed of

the two regions of union, splice permit cladding modes and the core to joining

and recombining to produce a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI), immersion

of the sensor at diverse concentrations of sucrose solution.

Cárdenas et al. 2013, [91] exhibited a sensor  built up of a small piece

photonic crystal fiber  (PCF LMA-10 ) in the range of (10−12) mm fused and

spliced to two single mode fibers ( SMFs the coupling and recombining of core

and cladding modes in the PCF are made. Thus, most of the chemical and

biological sensors can be applied with the sensor planned.

Kami land Abu Baker 2015, [92] designated a new type of biosensor

expenses tapered type of single mode fiber with molecules bio recognition type

to intelligence directed molecule of proteins. Interface of evanescent waves

with the outside average adjoining the area which is tapered products an

interferometry-patterned spectrum, which changes similarly to variations of

refractive index (RI) in the exterior medium. The planned arrangement achieved

toward get and RI sensitivity and concentration sensitivity of 2526.8 nm/RIU

and 20.368 nm/μM, respectively, is highly sensitive, the sensor represent ahight

specificity, and great sensitivity of the planned technique highpoint a massively

excellent for immunological diagnostics.

Rawaa and Hanan 2015, [93] they constructed a sensor chemical in type

invented it by cutting and splicing photonic crystal fiber (PCF LM-10) with

standard single-mode fibers (SMF-28) at different length. A microscopic

collapsed region in the PCF is are examined under the microscope and consider

the key element for stimulating and recombining two core modes, they decided
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That the interferometers demonstrate regular interference patterns which change

remarkable when the spaces of the fiber are penetrated with molecules of

Instable compounds and Acceptance of the system with a fast sensing

information.

Liaetaala2016,a[94]demonstratedaanaopticalamicrofiberacouplera(OMC)asens

or functioninganearatheaturningapointaofaactiveagroupaindexatoaachieveahigh

refractive

indexa(RI)asensitivity.aExperimentallyaestablishedaanaultrahighasensitivityaofa

39541.7anm/RIUaataaalowaambientaRIaofa1.3334abasedaonaanaOMCawithathea

diameteraofa1.4alm.aHigherasensitivityacanabeaattainedabyatransportathea

measurementsaataRIaneareratoatheaturningapoint.aThearesultingaultrasensitiveaRIa

sensingaplatformaproposalsaaasubstantialaimpactaonaaavarietyaofaapplicationsafroma

highaperformanceatraceaanalytearecognitionatoasmallamoleculearecognising. a

Jamal 2017, [95] designated and constructed a laser biosensor  photonic crystal

fibers (PCF) using different lengths of PCF (LMA-10) cleaved and spliced with

conventional optic fiber single  mode (SMF-28 ) for blood and urine test

(haemoglobin concentration ,different types of anaemia ,pregnancy test  and

general urine examination ). The extreme absorbance started in the wavelengths

range (470-590) nm of blood, urine sample is in the range of (590-670) nm.

The variation in the intensity (or the absorbance of urine sample) is increased by

increasing the number of the biological components. The sensitivity is enlarged

by increasing the length of the PCF inside the used fiber, refractive index of the

blood is improved by the increasing the level of the haemoglobin concentration,

the pregnancy state foundations are increased with increasing refractive index of

the female urine sample and different types of anaemia revealed decreasing in

the refractive index of blood sample.
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Arora andSaini 2017 [96] 14reportedaCatalyticaenzymeabased
asensorarecognitiona elements aareavery asmart and pretty forabiosensora

applicationsadueatoaaadiversitya ofameasurableareactionaproductsaascendinga

fromatheacatalyticaprocess,awhicha containaprotons,aelectrons, alight, aandaheat.
aTheaenzymeaureaseahasabeenawidelya Usedaasaaasensorabioarecognition
aelementaowingatoaanaessentialaforaureaa determination/monitoringaforaboth

amedicalaandaenvironmentalaapplications. The very seeming characteristic,

regulatory environment of allosteric enzymes gives great potential

forauseaasabiosensorarecognitionaelements.

Although aavarietyaofaglucose sensors are presented, the glucose biosensor has

different little in principle over the year’s glucose biosensors utilize glucose

oxidase as their recognition element that catalyses the oxidation of glucose to

gluconolactone. Chakma et.al 2018, [97] designated modern sensor

consist of two-layeraphotonica crystalafibera(PCF)aSurfaceabasedaonatheaPlasmon
aResonancea(SPR)atoagainahigha sensitivityaforatheadetectionaofunknownaanalytes

aSPRasensor,aachievingaitsaduty.

Theseaparametersaessentiallyabeaselectedabyaconsideringaaawayathatawillaoffera

anaeasyainteractionabetweenatheaevanescentafieldaandatheametalasurface.

Theacapableaexcitationaofametalasurfaceaisausedaasaaakeyafactoraofaplasmonica

phenomenon.aThearesonanceacanagenerateaandatheasurfaceamayaexciteabya

theaincidentafieldaataaafixedawavelength,atheaimportanceaofathisaworkaisatoa

upsurgeatheasensitivityathroughamakingaaapotentialacouplingawithinathea

coreaguided-modeaandaSPPamode.aAaplasmonicachemicallyainactiveamateriala

golda(Au)awithathicknessa35anmaisausedatoatheaoutsideaofatheaPCFastructureawhicha

exhibitsanegativearealapermittivity.aTheseaparametersamustabeaselectedabyasighteda

aawayathatawillaaffordaanaeasyainteractionabetweenatheaevanescentafieldaandathea

metalasurface.aTheacapableaexcitationaofametalasurfaceaisaappliedaasaaakeyafactora

ofaplasmonicaphenomenon.aThearesonanceacanaproduceaandatheasurfaceamaya
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Excitedabyatheaincidentafieldaataaafixedawavelengthaamidatoaincreaseatheasensitivity

throughamakingaaapotentialacouplingawithinatheacoreaguided-modeaandaSPPamode.

Aim of study

The aim of the present study is the detection of the level of Alanine

transaminase ALT and Aspartate aminotransferase AST liver enzymes and its

concentration by using different set ups laser biosensors as a new method.



Chapter Two

Materials & Methods
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2 .1 Introduction

The present chapter are focused on, instruments, materials and

equipment’s that have been used in the study. The first aspect is biological

aspect focuses with the measurement of refractive indices, concentration of

ALT and AST liver enzymes manually in the hospital using Randox kit. The

second aspect focuses on the construction of 3 types of biosensors (single mode,

multimode and photonic crystal fiber) by cleaving and splicing. The third and

last aspect focuses on the detecting the spectra of ALT and AST enzymes by

Laser biosensor.

2.2 Sample collection

Twenty four blood samples were collected from males patients (9) and

females (15) in age ranging from (15-72) years admitted to Ibn -Alnafees

hospital complaining mainly from heart disease and also from liver diseases.

From each patient10 ml of blood were taken centrifuged and divided into 2

parts, (5ml) used in traditional method for detection the concentration of ALT

and AST   enzymes, examined manually in the hospital using RANDOX kit and

spectrophotometer at a wavelength (546) nm.

The other (5ml) used to detect the concentration of enzymes by using 3 setup of

constructed laser biosensor device. According to the optical properties of ALT

and  AST enzymes standard wavelength 530-550 nm ) as listed in the kit and

the refractive index of ALT and  AST standard using abbey refrectometer,1.3460

au , 1.3470 au respectively choosing the suitable laser green light diode

(semiconductor) at wavelength 532 nm, Power <1000 mW.
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2.3   Materials and instruments

Table (2-1) Materials and Instruments

Number Materials and Instruments Manufacture Origin

1- Micropipette (100- 1000) liter Nova China

2- Tips of pipet 1ml Nova China

3- Plane tube 5ml Nova China

4- Gel tube 3ml GC America

5- Eppendorf tube 1.5 ml Nova China

6- Disposable syringe 5ml and 10 ml Nova China

7- Disposable masks and gloves Nova China

8- Sterilized cottons Iraq Kemadia

9- Ethanol alcohol 96% GSF chemical Germany

10- Pieces of towel Comfit Malaysia

11- Rack of plane tube (large) GC America

12- Rack of Eppendorf tube (small) GC America

13- Ice box (Germany

14- Types of fibers, single mode fiber

(SM-28), multimode fiber (step

index), and photonic crystal fiber

NKT

Photonic A/S

15- Plastic piece China

16- Silicone adhesive Germany

17- Hydrofluoric acid HF 40% HI media Germany

18- Acetone 40 % U.K.D

19- Adapter ( FC Design) China

20- Cutter Japan
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21- Autoclave Moocow Italy

22- Centrifuge device Kokusan Italy

23- Spectrophotometer range 546 nm Cecil 2031 England

24- Freezer mince 20 Panasonic Germany

25- Abbey refractor meter BOECO Italy

26- Fiber striper CSF-3 China

27- The cleaver machine (Fujikura CT30) China

28- Ocean HR2000 (Ocean Optics) China

29- Power supply China

30- Computer (HP) Pavilion China

2.4 Types of fibres used in this work
Three types of optical fibres were used to detect the concentration of

ALT and AST enzymes in serum samples:

1-Single mode fibre (SMF-28)

2- Multimode fibre (MMF)

3- PCF Machzender- interferometer Photonic crystal fiber (PCF- LMA-10)

figure (2-1). The ALT enzyme sensing in wavelength 531.62 nm and the AST

enzyme sensing in wavelength 531.16 nm in 3 setup.
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Figure (2-1) showing three types of biosensors single mode fiber,

Multimode fiber and photonic crystal fiber.

2.5 Refractive Index Measurement for Biological Samples

Abbe refractometer which is shown in figure (2-2) were used to quantify

or measurement of the refractive index of the biological samples as following:

1-The light is turn on.

2- The incident prism is opened and prism face is cleaned by using alcohol and

dried with a delicate task wipers.

MMF

PCF

SMF
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3- Volumes of 0.5 ml of standard and serum were taken and examined, then

positioned on refined surface of lower refracting prism, closed upper incident

prism so distribution of the liquid occurred on the surface of refracting prism.

4- The lower large knob is scanned till a divided image of dark and light can be

appreciated.

5- A sharp boundary between light and dark is seen after adjustment of upper

smaller dispersion correction knob, scanning the lower large knob is done until

a divided image of light and dark.

6. The refractive index is readed from green scale below the boundary of

refrectometer.

Figure (2-2) The Abbe Refractometer.

2.6 Preparation and sterilization
All the instruments used in this work were prepared and cleaned.

Pipette tips and Eppendorf were firstly cleaned using a mixture of chloride

solution 10% and distillate water 90% for 30 minutes, then washed with
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Distillate water and sterilized using autoclave in temperature 273 ºc for 35

minutes figure (2-3).

Figure (2-3) all instruments used in the study.

2.7 Biological analysis methods of liver enzymes (ALT and AST)
The two enzymes (ALT and AST) were measured by two different kits

to obtain the concentration of enzymes in blood sample manually. The same

procedure were applied for the two enzymes but the differences are in the

chemical composition of the each kit.

2.7.1 RANDOX ALT kit content (Figure 2-4) (appendix 1):
1-Buffer: Reagent 1(R1):

2- 2, 4 dinitrophenyle –hydrazine: Reagent 2 (R2):
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3-Sodium hydroxide- Reagent 3 (R3):

4: Pyruvate as standard (undiluted) - CAL:

NOTE: Standard (or CAL) is the normal value of e enzyme ALT in blood

Figure (2-4) Showing the RANDOX ALT kit.

2.7.2 RANDOX A ST kit content (Figure 2-5) (appendix 2):
1- Reagent 1 R1: buffer

2- 2, 4 dinitrophenyle –hydrazine. R2 Reagent 2

3-Sodium hydroxide. - R3 Reagent 3

4- Pyruvate as standard dilute 1.5 ml of CAL Standard (CAL) with 4.5 ml of

buffer (R1) Immediately before measurement.

NOTE: Standard (or CAL) is the normal value of enzyme AST in blood.
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Figure (2-5) RANDOX AST kit content.

2.7.3 Procedure
Sample collection: Volume of 10 ml of blood sample was taken from

each patient, each sample was labelled, centrifuged then divided into two parts

.The first 5 ml used to detect AST and ALT enzymes manually in the hospital,

the other 5 ml was treated and deep freezed, later on are used to detect the two

enzymes by using three types of constructed biosensors.

2.7.3.1 Measurement using RANDOX kit
The first step was adding of 1ml of serum by pipette to 0.5 ml of with

0.5 ml R1, then mixing and incubation for exactly 30 min at 37 c in water

bath figure (2-6 and 2-7).
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Figure (2-6) serum samples treated with reagent 1(R1)

Figure (2-7) Incubation of the sample in water bath.

The second step: adding reagent 2 in amount about 0.5 ml, permit to

Stand for 20 min at 25 c exactly at room temperature shown in figure

(2-8).
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Figure (2-8) Sample treated with reagent 2 (R 2).

The third step was adding of 5ml R3 to deliver the absorbance of sample

after Five minute against the reagent blank, the results were obtained by

using spectrophotometer 546 nm (figure 2-9).

Figure (2-9) Measurement of absorption using spectrophotometer.
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2.7.3.2 Preparation for measurements using three setups

of constructed biosensors
Another 5 ml of blood samples from each patient was placed in gel tube,

centrifuged for 5 minutes and then divided into 5 parts in Eppendorf tube, deep

freeze in -20 ºC after short period of time measured by 3 types of constructed

Biosensors .

2.8 Construction of three types of Biosensors (SMF, MMF

and PCF)

2.8.1 Construction of single mode fiber (SMF) and multimode

mode (MMF) set up

In order to construct a single mode fiber, a standard single mode type of

optical fibre (SMF-28) (appendix 3) is taken show in figure (2-10), this type

recycled in private network and telecommunication application in the spread of

video and voice service, the capacity of fiber aimed at carrying the information

is the highest in

the wavelength region of 1310 nm (the transmission window), the dispersion in

this wavelength region is the lowest. , typically fiber comprises of three layers;

the core of fiber made of silica with a core diameter (typically 2–10μm) and

drugged by a material like germanium to rise the refractive index (RI), using

silica pure in type as cladding of diameter 125μm and a buffer 250mm, this

coating had no effect in light guiding, however the fiber are kept from

mechanical damage and compromises mechanical strength, the same procedure

for construction of single mode and multimode fibers ,the core of multimode

fiber 55 micrometer .
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Figure (2-10) Single mode and multimode fibers.

1- Fiber sensor 30cm in length was considered  as the conventional optical fiber,

segment about 2 cm in length was made in the middle of the fiber using cutter to

make a grooves in each side .

2-The buffer was removed by dipping the segment in 40% acetone

concentration for 30 minutes.

3- Washing with distilled water for cleaning.

4- Dipping the segment in pure hydrofluoric acid (HF) 40% to remove the

cladding of fiber for 10 minutes then washing with distilled water (figure2-11).
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Figure (2-11) pure hydrofluoric acid (HF) 40%.

5-The whole fiber (30) cm was put in aplastic device using silicone

adhesive.

6-The two ends of fiber were connected with adapter device.

Terminal equipment were connected to optical fiber

by optical fiber connector, a standard type connectors such as FC, SC, ST, LC,

MTRJ, or SMA.

Optical fibers linked to each other by connectors. Splicing were used for

Joining two fibers organized to form a unending optical waveguide.

7-First end connected with laser source (diode laser) Show in figure (2-12)

and power supply.
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Figure (2-12) Diode laser 532 nm.

The light source had been used in this experiment was green laser with

λ=532nm and output power =12.2 mw .This source of laser has a power supply

which is stable at all the time of use it. Selecting this light source was because

the absorption spectra of the blood sample covered this wavelength.

The second end connected with spectrometer (ocean HR2000) and

computer to obtain signal of intensity.

An optical spectrum analyzer (ocean optics HR2000) with (0.065nm)

resolution was used to display transmission interference spectrum of the sensor.
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The spectrometer type (ocean optics HR2000), have the following

characteristics:

1- Operating in the wavelength range from 200nm to 1100nm.

2- Resolution are 0.065nm of the high wavelength.

3- At full signal, the signal-to-noise – ratio are 250:1

4- Applicable to SMF, MMF and PCF.

The final setup of single mode of biosensor shown in figures (2-13).

Figure (2-13) Setup of single mode biosensor.
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2.8.2 Construction of PCF Machzender- interferometer

Photonic crystal fiber (PCF- LMA-10) set up

For the construction of  the Photonic crystal biosensor, single mode

fiber (SMF-28) as a standard had been used and the (PCF-LMA-10 ) (appendix

4) photonic crystal fiber ,solid core wereused which contain four  circles of air

holes hexagonal in shape  ,Outer cladding diameter has (125 ± 2 μm), diameter

of core were (10.1 ± 0.5) μm, air hole diameter 3.1μm and spacing between two

holes were 6.6μm. Show in figure (2-14).

Figure (2-14) Photonic crystal fibre (PCF) (LMA-10) cross section.

The cladding and core were made from a single material (fused silica), the

photonic crystal fiber has a mode area larger than the standard single mode

optical fiber.
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1- The preparing process for the optical fiber cleaving and splicing was to

remove the buffer covering along the length of the optical fiber, by using the

fiber stripper CFS-3 with a 125μm cladding diameter. All commercial optical

fiber stripper had three holes. stripping (1.6-3) mm by the first hole, buffer

stripping coating  equal to (600-900) μm by second hole, and  finally stripping

the acrylate coating of (250 μm) thickness by the third whole.

2- The optical fiber cleaving allows the clamping of the optical fiber into the

specified place also makes a longitudinal finish appearance of the optical fiber

and  perfectly smooth by the cleaver machine (Fujikura CT30). the edge of the

optical fiber were put above the cutting blade of the cleaving machine, a

cleaved optical fiber with 90º angle and flat surface can be obtained.

3- An alcohol or other solvent to clean SMF and PCF can be used. The tip of

PCF should not be exposed to solvents or liquids for cleaning fiber after

cleaving to avoid infiltration. This infiltration may cause failure in the sensing

and connecting process and possible lead to damage.

4- To connect two conventional optical fibers or PCF and SMF splicing the

process of Fusion Splicing were used after cleaving the both sides.

In this work, Splicing machine Fujikura (FSM-60S) was used to merging

splice (SMF-28) and PCF (LMA-10) figure (2-15 and 2-16)

Figure (2-15 ) Fusion single mode with photonic crystal fiber
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Figure (2-16) Smooth cutting of optical fiber as shown in the

digital machain.

5-The splicing region and the regions surrounded by must be strong enough as

the original fiber. Thus, when the light passing through fiber, it does not scatter.

Electric arc are the source for this process can be getting from are the softening

point for the conventional single mode fiber is different for PCF due to the

microstructure of PCF .The surface tension in softening point will overcome

know construction of PCF biosensor are finished .

2.8.3 Common steps for fusion splicing

To strip the optical fiber and eliminate covering plastic coated about it.

By exhausting cleaving machine, the optical fibers must cleave at 900µm and

then cleaned with lens tissue.

Align the cleaved ends of the optical fiber in the v-groove of the fusion splicer

and leaving a smallest gap between the ends of the two fibers.
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Changing the fusion splicer parameters (arc power and arc time). Turning on

electric arc and heating optical fibers edges to the soften point and thrust the

optical fiber edges collected or together.

2.9 Detection of ALT and AST enzymes by Laser

biosensor

The experimental of three setup designs is shown in figure (2-17). The

beam of the light emitted from the laser source toward the spectrum analyzer

transmitting within the (SMF, MMF and PCF), in which the blood sample exists

above. The detected signal could be obtained from the spectrometer. The light

source had been used in this experiment is green laser) with λ=532 nm and

output power maximum <1000mW, lower large adjustment knob this source of

laser has a power supply which is stable at all the time of use it. Selecting this

light source was because the absorption spectra of the blood sample covered this

wavelength.

ALT and AST enzyme were detected by using three setups laser biosensors.

Figure (2-17) three types of biosensor (SMF, MMF, PCF)

MMF

SMF

PCF
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2.9.1 Procedure

1- The power supply was connected, the output power was lower than

1000 mw.

2- The laser source green light diode laser 532 nm was joined according to the

optical properties of the standard of ALT and AST enzyme.

3- All constructed biosensors (SM, MM and PC) were connected with the laser

source, on the prepared segment of fiber (2 cm) of all setup, 1 ml of standard (of

all samples) were placed (figure 2-18, 2-19).

4- AST enzyme was sensing in 531.16 nm in all 3 setups while ALT enzyme

sensing in 531, 62 nm in SMF, in MMF and PCF sensing in 531.16 nm.

5- An optical spectrum analyzer (ocean HR-2000) was connected with

biosensors to show the signal of intensity.

Figure (2-18) Detection of AST enzyme in serum samples.
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Figure (2-19) Detection of ALT enzyme

2.10 Statistical Analysis

Statistical data analysis methodologies were used in order to analyse and

evaluate the results of the study under presentation of the statistical set (SPSS)

ver. (22.0):

1- Descriptive data analysis:

A. Mean value, Standard Deviation, Standard Error, and (95%) Confidence

interval for population Mean values and the two extremes values (min. and

max.) for assuming that data under lying followed (Normal Distribution

Function).

B. Graphical presentation by using:

- Stem-Leaf Charts.

- Cluster Bar Charts.

- ROC curve Charts.

- Long term trend plots.

2-Inferential data analysis:
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These were used to accept or reject the statistical hypotheses, which

included the following:

A- The One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test.

B- The One-Way ANOVA test.

C- Levene test.

D- GLM Univariate procedure provides regression analysis and analysis of

variance for one dependent variable by two factors.

E- Screening tests: Tests for mining data and estimating several indicators,

such that (Sensitivity Rate, Specificity Rate).

F- Receiver Operation Characteristic curve [ROC] curve and estimating Area,

as well as estimating 95% confidence interval, with standard error, asymptotic

significant level Receiver Operation Characteristic [ROC] curve.

Cutoff Point: Using estimation of the low distance between angle front to

curve and the curve:

G-Linear and Non-Linear Regression Models such as (Logarithmic, Inverse,

Quadratic, Compound, Power, S-Shape, Growth, Exponential, and Logistic).

For the abbreviations of the comparison significant (C.S.), we used the

followings:

- NS : Non significant at P>0.05

- S   : Significant at P<0.05

- HS: Highly significant at P<0.01 [98].
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Results & Discussion
and future work
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Results and discussion

3.1 Introduction

The present work include the investigation of concentration of ALT and

AST enzymes from patient attending Ibn- Alnafees hospital complaining from

heart and liver diseases in age ranged from (15-72) years ,females were (62.5%)

and males were (37.5%) . All the works are done under the condition of

scientific laboratory, temperature of working room was 27ºc and the humidity

was very low, experimental setup construction of biosensors are based on

intensity modulation.

Detection the concentration of ALT and AST   enzymes examined manually in

the hospital using RANDOX kit and spectrophotometer in wavelength (546)

nm. The absorption spectra for samples (ALT and AST) enzymes from 530-

550 nm were measured to select the suitable wavelength of laser using green

laser (diode laser) of 532 nm as a laser source for laser biosensor of blood test.

The refractive index measured by Abby refractometer for standard (normal) and

all samples.

3.2 Biological results

Samples were collected from  patients,10 ml from each one divided into

two parts ,5 ml were examined manually in the hospital by Randox kit to detect

the concentration level of ALT and AST enzymes ,the last 5ml were prepared to

be examined with constructed biosensors ( SMF,MMF and PCF ) fibers.

3.2.1 Concentration measurement of ALT enzyme

Table 3-1 demonstrated the sequence of measured concentration of ALT

enzyme (from higher to lower) manually by Randox kits were taken from 24

patients.
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Table (3-1) illustrate the sequence of concentration of ALT enzyme

measured by Randox kit.

Numbers Sequence of ALT samples from
high to low concentration

Concentration of
ALT enzymes  U/L

1 23 101.9
2 1 86
3 16 72
4 4 43
5 19 35
6 13 34.1
7 26 32.1
8 14 21.6
9 18 27.5
10 24 24
11 22 23.8
12 7 20
13 6 20
14 5 19
15 20 17.4
16 3 17
17 2 16
18 11 15.8
19 8 15.2
20 9 14.9
21 21 14.4
22 10 14.2
23 12 12
24 15 9.9

As seen in table (3-1) the highest concentration of ALT enzyme are 101.9 U/L

while the lowest concentration of enzyme are 9.9 U/L.
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3.2.2 Concentration measurement of AST Enzyme

Table (3-2) explained the sequence of measured concentration of AST

enzyme (from higher to lower) using Randox kit were taken from 24 patients.

Table (3-2) illustrate the sequence of concentration of AST enzyme

measured by Randox kit.

Numbers Sequences of AST samples
from high to low

concentration

Concentration of AST
enzymes from high to low

concentration U/L
1 23 224.5
2 10 207
3 16 57
4 14 42
5 19 35
6 26 33.2
7 13 33.1
8 18 28.4
9 12 23

10 22 22.3
11 24 21
12 1 18
13 3 18
14 4 18
15 8 17.8
16 9 17
17 21 16.1
18 17 15.4
19 15 11.4
20 11 11.1
21 20 9
22 2 7
23 6 4.3
24 6 4.3

The highest concentration of AST enzyme as seen in table (3-2) are 224.5 U/L

and the lowest concentration of AST enzyme are 4.3 U/L.
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3.3 Laser biosensor for detection of ALT and AST enzymes

The intensity of ALT and AST enzymes are measured by using 3 types of

constructed biosensors (SM, MM and PC) fibers. Diode laser   of 532 nm are

used as a laser source for biosensor.

3.3.1. Detection the intensity of ALT enzyme.

The intensity of ALT enzyme of all samples and standard are measured

using single mode, multimode and photonic crystal biosensors as seen in table

(3-3).
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Table (3-3) shows the measurement of intensity of ALT enzyme using
biosensors.

Sequence of ALT
Samples from

higher to lower
concentration

Intensity au
Single mode

biosensor

Intensity au
Multimode
biosensor

Intensity au
crystal biosensor

Reference 3375 3200 3325
Standard 1647 2568 2144

23 1497 1119 1301
1 1500 1172 1936
16 1585 2377 2112
4 1647 2568 2144
19 1811 2781 2163
13 1922 2809 2166
26 1958 2829 2190
14 2006 2838 2199
18 2083 2849 2208
24 2172 2863 2211
22 2246 2888 2216
7 2265 2900 2220
6 2265 2900 2220
5 2289 2905 2223
20 2293 2912 2230
3 2345 2925 2236
2 2389 2927 2246
11 2530 2941 2258
8 2579 2951 2275
9 2798 2961 2289
21 2915 2969 2292
10 2977 3003 2305
12 3224 3100 2307
15 3250 3150 2327
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The initial intensity (reference) for single mode biosensor are 3375 au, for

multimode are  3200 au and for photonic crystal biosensor are 3325 au. The

highest intensity of ALT enzyme in single mode are 3250 au and the lowest

intensity are 1497 au. In multimode biosensor the highest intensity are 3150 au

and the lowest intensity are 1119 au while in photonic crystal biosensor the

highest intensity are 3325 au and the lowest intensity are 1301 au.

The laser biosensors in (2cm) length and 532nm wavelength are used to

measure the intensity spectra of ALT enzyme. The intensity spectra of ALT

standard and the highest concentration of ALT sample in 3 types of biosensor

(SM, MM and PC) fibers are shown in figures (3-1-A, 3-2-A and 3-3-A) and the

intensity spectra of all standard and all samples of ALT enzyme in 3 types of

biosensor (SM, MM and PC) fibers are shown in figures (3-1- B, 3-2-B and 3-3

B) respectively.
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Figure (3-1-A): The intensity (spectra) of ALT standard and

The highest concentration of ALT sample in (SM) biosensor.

Figure (3-1-B) The intensity (spectra) of all standard and

All samples of ALT enzyme in (SM) biosensor.
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Figure (3-2-A): The intensity (spectra) of ALT standard and

The highest concentration of ALT sample in (MM) biosensor.

Figure (3-2 B): The intensity (spectra) of all standard and

Samples of ALT enzyme in (MM) biosensor.
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Figure (3-3-A): The intensity (spectra) of ALT standard and the highest

concentration of ALT sample in (PCF) biosensor.

Figure (3-3-B): The intensity (spectra) of ALT standard and the highest

concentration of ALT sample in (PCF) biosensor.
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3.3.2 Detection the intensity of AST enzyme.

Three types of biosensors (single mode, multimode and photonic crystals)

in measurement the intensity of AST enzyme as see in table (3-4).

Table (3-4) Shown the intensity of AST enzyme measured by biosensors.

Sequences of AST
samples from

high to low
concentration

Intensity au
Single mode

Intensity au
Multimode

Intensity au
Photonic crystal

Reference 3375 3200 3325
Standard 1468 2221 1781
23 1241 1475 1468
10 1326 1878 1531
16 1374 2013 1627
14 1468 2221 1732
19 1483 2373 1790
26 1496 2423 1893
13 1532 2461 1916
18 1722 2471 2070
12 1771 2491 2172
22 1915 2537 2300
24 2073 2550 2340
1 2198 2569 2430
3 2198 2569 2430
4 2198 2569 2430
8 2289 2588 2471
9 2425 2606 2488
21 2498 2612 2601
17 2635 2642 2678
15 2767 2680 2859
11 2876 2740 2883
20 2999 2833 2931
2 3065 2876 3132
6 3115 2887 3214
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The initial intensity (reference) for single mode biosensor are 3375 au,

for multimode are  3200 au and for photonic crystal biosensor are 3325 au. The

highest intensity of AST enzyme in single mode are  3115 au and the lowest

intensity are 1241 au, in multimode biosensor the highest intensity are  2887 au

and the lowest intensity are1475  au while in photonic crystal biosensor the

highest intensity are 3214 au and the lowest intensity are1468  au.

The same procedure which are used for the measurement the intensity spectra of

ALT enzyme are applied to measure the intensity spectra of AST enzyme.

The intensity spectra of AST standard and the highest concentration of AST

sample in 3 types of biosensors (SM, MM and PCF) fibers biosensors as shown

in figures (3-4-A ,3-5-A and 3-6-A ), the intensity spectra of all standard and

all samples of AST enzyme in 3 types of biosensors (SM, MM and PCF) fibers

biosensors are shown in figures (3-4-B ) (3-5- B ) (3-6- B ) respectively.
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Figure (3-4 A): The intensity (spectra) of AST standard and the highest

concentration of AST sample in (SM) biosensor.

Figure (3-4-B): Show the intensity (spectra) of AST standard and the

highest concentration of AST sample in (SM) biosensor.
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Figure (3-5-A): The intensity (spectra) of AST standard and the highest
concentration of AST sample in (MM) biosensor.

Figure (3-5-B): The intensity (spectra) of AST standard an

the highest concentration of AST sample in (MM) biosensor.
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Figure (3-6-A): The intensity (spectra) of AST standard and the highest
concentration of AST sample in (PCF) biosensor.

Figure (3-6-B): The intensity (spectra) of AST standard and the highest
concentration of AST sample in (PCF) biosensor.
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3.4 Refractive index measurement

The refractive indices for all standard and all samples of ALT and AST

enzymes in the study are measured by using Abby refractometer .Table (3-5)

demonstrate the refractive index of all samples and for the two types of enzyme.

Table (3-5) the refractive index of all standard and all samples in ALT and
AST enzyme.

No. samples Refractive index

Standard of  ALT 1.3472

Standard of AST 1.3470
1 1.3587
2 1.3547
3 1.3562
4 1.3580
5 1.3540
6 1.3545
7 1.3576
8 1.3559
9 1.3591
10 1.3572
11 1.3577
12 1.3571
13 1.3551
14 1.3586
15 1.3567
16 1.3571
17 1.3553
18 1.3592
20 1,3596
21 1.3595
22 1.3598
23 1.3570
24 1.3570
25 1.3570
26 1.3570
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The refractive index value are changed according to the concentration of

enzymes in blood samples, higher concentration of samples higher refractive

index, Maximum concentration of ALT enzyme (101.9 U/L), the higher

refractive index (1.3570) ,the minimum concentration of ALT enzyme (9.9

U/L),the lower refractive index(1.3567) .Maximum concentration of AST

enzyme (224.5U/L), the higher refractive index (1.3570), the minimum

concentration of ALT enzyme (4.3U/L), the lower refractive index (1.3545).

3.5 Statistical Result

The findings of the data analysis in tables and in figures systematically

are demonstrated in the present section for detection of ALT and AST enzyme

and as follows:

Testing coincidence of Intensity among Studied Parameters:

Normal Distribution Function (Goodness of Fit test):

Table (3-6) shows the descriptive analysis of the whole samples treated

with different techniques using normal distribution function (Goodness of Fit

test), test procedure one-sample using Kolmogorov-Smirnov test represented to

match and detect collective distribution function and interpretations for studied

reading with a identified theoretical distribution.
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Table (3-6): Normal distribution function test due to different Enzymes

treated with different Techniques in relative to (Under/Upper) cut off

points of Intensity readings.

One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test

Techni
ques

Test Statistic
and

Comparison's
Significant

Enzymes
ALT AST

Under Upper Under Upper

SMF

No. 4 20 4 19
Kolmogorov-

Smirnov Z
0.571 0.939 0.318 0.392

Asymp. Sig. (2-
tailed) 0.900 0.342 1.000 0.998

C.S. (*) NS NS NS NS
Test distribution are Normal

PCF

No. 4 20 4 21
Kolmogorov-

Smirnov Z 0.627 0.596 0.388 0.612

Asymp. Sig. (2-
tailed) 0.827 0.869 0.998 0.848

C.S. (*) NS NS NS NS
Test distribution are Normal

MMF

No. 4 20 4 19
Kolmogorov-

Smirnov Z 0.592 0.643 0.452 0.708

Asymp. Sig. (2-
tailed) 0.875 0.803 0.987 0.698

C.S. (*) NS NS NS NS
Test distribution are Normal

(*) NS: Non Sig. at P>0.05
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Findings presented normal distribution tests for studied readings

concerning different enzymes treated with different techniques in relative to

(Under/Upper) cut off points distribution due to intensity readings, since P-

value are accounted at (P>0.05) the significant levels, and that could be enables

of applying conventional methods of statistics.

Table (3-7 ) represents a summary statistics such as mean values, and

standard deviation of intensity readings, distributed according to different

parameters, classified by different Enzymes, different Techniques in relative to

(Under/Upper) cut off points of normal responds.

Table (3-7): Descriptive Statistics of Intensity readings distributed due to

different parameters

Dependent Variable: Intensity

Enzyme Technique Evaluation No. Mean
Std.

Deviation

ALT

SMF
Under 4 1557.25 72.42
Upper 20 2410.85 422.47

PCF
Under 4 1873.25 392.31
Upper 20 2239.05 47.12

MMF
Under 4 1809.00 770.41
Upper 20 2920.05 90.26

AST

SMF
Under 4 1352.25 94.76
Upper 19 2276.58 537.14

PCF
Under 4 1589.50 115.32
Upper 21 2503.29 420.67

MMF
Under 4 1896.75 314.58
Upper 19 2604.05 145.42
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Results shows due to mean values that ALT enzyme of using MMF

different parameters technique has accounted the high intensity level, then

followed by SM technique, and finally by PCF technique, which has recorded

the low mean value in relative to upper of normal cut off point comparing with

the leftover states. In addition to that, AST enzyme of using MM technique has

accounted the high intensity level, followed by PCF technique and finally by

SM technique, which has recorded the low mean value in relative to upper of

normal cut off point comparing with the leftover states.

From the previous results, it could be summarized that ALT enzyme of

using MM technique has accounted the high intensity level, while PCF

technique, has recorded the lowest mean value in relative to upper of normal cut

off point comparing with the leftover status.

Different enzymes with different Techniques in relative to (Under/Upper)

cut off points of normal responds represented as shown in Figure (3-7)

graphically plotting of bar chart regarding mean values.
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Figure (3-7): Bar Chart for Intensity Mean values concerning different of

studied parameters.
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From this figure we can see that MM biosensor are more efficient from the

others biosensors in detection the concentration of the ALT and AST enzymes.

Figure (3-8) represent graphically Stem-Leaf plot of different criteria,

concerning upper cut off points of normal responds.

Figure (3-8): Stem-Leaf plot concerning Intensity readings by studied

Parameters in light of upper cut off points of normal responds.
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The studying group's concerning (Intensity Marker) analyses uses

different enzymes, and different techniques should be proved by testing of equal

variances are supposed and equal mean vales are expected through application

of "Levine and one-way ANOVA" correspondingly, appeared  in table (3-8)

Table (3-8): Testing equal variances and equal mean values for Intensity

marker concerning studied groups.

Test
Testing Homogeneity of

Variances
ANOVA- Testing
equality of means

Levene Statistic Sig. (*) F-test Sig. (*)

Toughness 10.738 0.000 (HS) 15.813 0.000 (HS)

(*) HS: Highly Significant at P< 0.01; NS: Non Sig. at P>0.05

Orientation of equal variances testing are assumed, outcomes indicated

highly significant different is appeared at P<0.01 among variances group’s

concerning all examining groups. As well as, highly significant different are

obtained for testing of equal mean values among studied groups at P<0.01. and

accordance to apparent results, it essentials to be continuing testing of alternative

statistical hypothesis which says that at least two groups has a different, and that

should be achieved through using (Games Howell-GH) test, supposing variances

are assumed among groups not equal in order to assigns in which compromised

pairs wised of groups that (Intensity marker) would be different as shown in table

(3-9).
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Table (3-9): Levels of significant for probable pair wised comparisons using (GH) test among studied groups

for (Intensity marker).

(*) HS: Highly Significant at P< 0.01; S: Sig. at P<0.05; NS: Non Sig. at P>0.05
ALT-
SMF-
Under

ALT-
SMF-
Upper

ALT-
PCF-
Under

ALT-
PCF-
Upper

ALT-
MMF-
Under

ALT-
MMF-
Upper

AST-
SMF-
Under

AST-
SMF-
Upper

AST-
PCF-
Under

AST-
PCF-
Upper

AST-
MMF-
Under

ALT-SMF-Upper 0.000
ALT-PCF-Under 0.849 0.496
ALT-PCF-Upper 0.001 0.796 0.747

ALT-MMF-Under 0.999 0.873 1.000 0.968
ALT-MMF-Upper 0.000 0.002 0.102 0.000 0.410
AST-SMF-Under 0.197 0.000 0.484 0.002 0.958 0.000
AST-SMF-Upper 0.001 0.999 0.804 1.000 0.966 0.002 0.000
AST-PCF-Under 1.000 0.000 0.913 0.011 1.000 0.001 0.248 0.002
AST-PCF-Upper 0.000 1.000 0.353 0.226 0.789 0.009 0.000 0.937 0.000

AST-MMF-Under 0.654 0.361 1.000 0.632 1.000 0.059 0.288 0.736 0.759 0.226

AST-MMF-Upper 0.000 0.732 0.244 0.000 0.674 0.000 0.000 0.357 0.000 0.995 0.153
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Results shows that with respect to subject of studied (ALT-SM-Upper)

group was accounted significant different compared with the (ALT-MM-Upper)

group at least at P<0.01, while no significant differences are accounted with the

rest of other groups in light of upper cut off points. Regarding to (ALT-PCF-

Upper) group, results accounted significant differences compared with the

(ALT-MM-Upper, and AST-MM-Upper) groups at P<0.01, while no significant

differences are accounted with the rest of other groups in light of upper cut off

points.

With respect to (ALT-MM-Upper) group, results were accounted significant

differences compared with (AST-SM-Upper, AST-PCF-Upper, and AST-MM-

Upper) groups at P<0.01.

On the subject of (AST-SM-Upper, AST-PCF-Upper, and AST-MM-

Upper) groups, the obtained results illustrate that p value at P>0.05, means no

significant differences are illustrated compared with each other’s,

The obtained results show that, (ALT-MM-Upper) group has scored the highest

result concerning intensity marker, since highly levels of significant at P<0.01

were represented with the rest of others upper to cut off points group.

3.5.1 Intensity reading's test in compact form

Table (3-10 ) illustrate the statistics summary  , like mean values and

standard error, 95% confidence interval of mean of studied  groups by

measuring parameter (Intensity reading's test), resulted by different parameters,

such that (Enzymes, Techniques, and Redistribution under/upper cut off points

due to normal responds) in compact form.
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Table (3-10): Summary Statistics of Intensity Marker in compact form

distributed by different Parameters.

Parameters in
compact form Groups Mean Std.

Error
95% Confidence Interval

Lower Bound Upper Bound

Enzymes
ALT 2134.91 54.08 2027.93 2241.89
AST 2037.07 54.16 1929.92 2144.22

Techniques

SMF 1899.23 66.38 1767.93 2030.54

PCF 2051.27 66.10 1920.51 2182.03

MM 2307.46 66.38 2176.16 2438.77

Cutoff points

Under 1679.67 69.81 1541.56 1817.77

Upper 2492.31 31.37 2430.25 2554.37

Results showed that enzyme ALT are accounted the highest level of intensity

marker by marginal mean value, in addition to that and with respect to subject

of using techniques, results showed that MM was accounted the highest level of

intensity marker by marginal mean value, as well as high gap reported with

reference of redistribution under/upper cut off points due to normal responds.

Figure (3-9) represent bar chart regarding marginal mean values of studied

factors, which classified by different Enzymes, different Techniques in relative

to (Under/Upper) cut off points of normal responds.
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Figure (3-9): Bar Charts for Marginal Mean values concerning Intensity

Marker distributed by different of studied Parameters
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Table (3-11) shows the most common statistical method of

testing and analyzing studied parameters in light of (Intensity Marker)

associated with different sources of variations, such as: (Enzymes, Techniques,

and redistribution in relative (Under/Upper) cut off points of normal responds,

as well as an interaction factors that represented by preceding sources of

variations through applying general linear model (G.L.M.) with fixed

interaction effects complete design, as well as testing effectiveness of others

source of variations that not including in studied model (i.e. the Intercept).

Table (3-11): G.L.M. of Fixed Effects Model with interaction for testing of

Marginal mean values for different (S.O.V.) effects in compact form

Dependent Variable: Roughness test

Source of Variation
(S.O.V.)

Type III
Sum of
Squares

d.f. Mean
Square F Sig. C.S.

(*)

Corrected Model 20345982
.0 11 1849634.

7 15.81 0.000 HS

Intercept 34755148
0.8

1 34755148
0.8

2971.
3

0.000 HS

Enzymes 191142.5 1 191142.5 1.63 0.203 NS

Techniques
2260599.

3 2 1130299.
6 9.66 0.000 HS

Evaluation
13186708

.4 1 13186708
.4

112.7
4 0.000 HS

Enzymes * Techniques 87902.7 2 43951.4 0.38 0.688 NS
Enzymes * Evaluation 25631.7 1 25631.7 0.22 0.640 NS

Techniques * Evaluation 300486.9 2 150243.4 1.28 0.280 NS
Enzymes * Techniques *

Evaluation 754684.9 2 377342.5 3.23 0.043 S

Error 34.25 54 0.634
Total 669.48 60

R - Squared = 0.570
(*) HS: Highly Sig. at P<0.01; S: Sig. at P<0.05; NS: Non Sig. at P>0.05
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Results show highly significant effect were obtained at

P<0.01for studied (Techniques, and redistribution in relative (Under/Upper) cut

off points of normal responds), at P<0.01, a s well as interaction among

assignable factors at P<0.05 and that should be adding as a hidden factor for

interpretation of the variations among the studied intensity marker's readings,

while no significant different concerning enzyme parameter at P<0.05. In

addition that, an intercept (other sources of variations not included in the

studied equation) has recorded highly significant effect at P<0.01.

Finally, determination coefficient (i.e. the R-Square) was recorded 57% which

represent percent value of studied (S.O.V.) that interpretation the amount of

variations among intensity markers readings.

With respect to preceding results, (Least Significant Difference-LSD) test

applied toward recognize real significant levels in all probable pair wised of

intensity marker's readings in light of different techniques in compact form, and

as shown in table (3-12).

Table (3-12): Pair's wised Comparisons by (LSD) test among studied

groups concerning Intensity Marker in compact form

Dependent Variable: Roughness
(I) Group (J) Group Mean Difference (I-J) Sig. C.S. (*)

MS
PCF -75.58 0.281 NS

MMF -416.83 0.000 HS
PCF MMF -341.25 0.000 HS

(*) HS: Highly Sig. at P<0.01;; NS: Non Sig. at P>0.05

The present results exhibited that, significant different at P<0.01 were reported

between SM and MM groups, and between PCF and MM groups, while the rest

of the other comparison appeared with no significant different at P>0.05.
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For studying influence of concentration on intensity marker's readings in

light of ALT enzyme, a several functions are supposed such as: (Linear,

Quadratic, Cubic, Power, Compound, S-Shape Logarithmic, Inverse, Exponential

, Growth, , and Logistic) in order to be certain that a selected model has the best

and an optimal one, which represented their outcomes in appendix 5.

Results shows that nonlinear regression of "S-Shape, Cubic, and Linear"

models(in statistical analysis ) has been registered, the one of the finest

mathematical models for learning influence of concentration in relation to the

intensity marker for different techniques, SM, PCF, and MM respectively.

Table (3-13). Results show strong and too highly significant correlation ships are

accounted at P<0.01 concentration on intensity marker's readings.

Others source of variations are not included in the studied models, (i.e. constant

term), shows that a meaningful of an initial value that not include in the

regression equation.

Table (3-13): Regression outcomes of Influence Intensity Marker in ALT

enzyme using different Techniques.
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Influence of Concentration on Intensity Marker using SM Technique
Simple Correlation

Coefficient 0.97133
Non Linear Regression

Tested in two tailed alternative
Statistical hypothesis

Determination
Coefficient
R-Square

0.94348

F (Statistic) 367.208 Sig. Level 0.0000 (HS) (*)

Variables in the Equation

Parameters B SE.B Beta t-test
Sig. of (

t )
Slope (B1) 9.387410 0.489880 0.971326 19.163 0.0000

(Constant) : B0 7.251296 0.026062 - 278.236 0.0000
Predicted equation is: −

Influence of Concentration on Intensity Marker using PCF Technique
Simple Correlation

Coefficient
0.99601

Non Linear Regression
Tested in two tailed alternative

Statistical hypothesis
Determination

Coefficient
R-Square

0.99203

F (Statistic) 830.253 Sig. Level 0.0000 (HS) (*)

Variables in the Equation

Parameters B SE.B Beta t-test Sig. of (
t )

Slope (B1) X1 -
30.393306 2.03306

-
3.575058 -14.875 0.0000

Slope (B1) X2 0.716675 0.045438 9.038444 15.772 0.0000

Slope (B1) X3 -0.005305 0.000287
-

6.531954 -18.513 0.0000

(Constant) : B0 2584.584 24.692137 - 104.672 0.0000
Predicted equation is: −

Influence of Concentration on Intensity Marker using MM Technique
Simple Correlation

Coefficient 0.94982
Non Linear Regression

Tested in two tailed alternative
Statistical hypothesis

Determination
Coefficient
R-Square

0.90216

F (Statistic) 202.854 Sig. Level 0.0000 (HS) (*)

Variables in the Equation

Parameters B SE.B Beta t-test
Sig. of (

t )
Slope (B1) -20.42056 1.433759 0.94982- -14.243 0.0000

(Constant) : B0 3341.876 54.19835 - 61.660 0.0000
Predicted equation is: −

(*) HS: Highly Significant at P<0.01
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Figure (3-10) shows long term trends of "S-Shape, Cubic, and Linear"

models for studying the influence of concentration on the intensity marker for

different techniques, SM, PCF, and MM respectively in ALT enzyme.

Figure (3-10) Long Term Trend relationship of Influence Concentration on

the Intensity Marker's readings in ALT enzyme using different Techniques
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For studying influence of concentration on intensity marker's readings in

light of AST enzyme, a several functions are supposed such as: (Logarithmic,

Linear, Cubic, Power , Inverse, Quadratic, , Compound, S-Shape, , Exponential,

Growth and Logistic) in order to be certain that a selected model has the best

and an optimal one, which represented their outcomes in( appendix 6) .

Results shows that "Power-Shape, Power, and Logarithmic" models has been

registered the one of the greatest mathematical models with nonlinear regression

for studying the influence of concentration on the intensity marker for different

techniques, SM, PCF, and MM respectively.

Table (3-14) Results shows strong and too highly significant correlation

ships are accounted at P<0.01 concentration on intensity marker's readings.

Others source of variations are not included in the studied models, (i.e. constant

term), shows that a meaningful of an initial value that not include in the

regression equation.

As seen in Table (3-14 ), the results shows strong and too highly significant

correlation ships are accounted at P<0.01 concentration on intensity marker's

readings.

Table (3-14): Regression outcomes of Influence Concentration on the

Intensity Marker in AST enzyme using different Techniques.
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Influence of Concentration on Intensity Marker using SM Technique
Simple Correlation

Coefficient
0.90412

Non Linear Regression
Tested in two tailed alternative

Statistical hypothesis
Determination

Coefficient
R-Square

0.81744

F (Statistic) 94.028 Sig.
Level

0.0000 (HS) (*)

Variables in the Equation

Parameters B SE.B Beta t-test Sig. of (
t )

Slope (B1)
-

0.290088 0.029916 0.904122- -9.697 0.0000

(Constant) : B0 5041.856 .491.465 - 10.259 0.0000
Predicted equation is: −

Influence of Concentration on Intensity Marker using PCF Technique
Simple Correlation

Coefficient
0.93995

Non Linear Regression
Tested in two tailed alternative

Statistical hypothesis
Determination

Coefficient
R-Square

0.88351

F (Statistic) 174.4499 Sig.
Level

0.0000 (HS) (*)

Variables in the Equation

Parameters B SE.B Beta t-test Sig. of (
t )

Slope (B1) -
0.225661

0.017085 -0.939955 -
13.208

0.0000

(Constant) : B0 4560.503 247.1715 - 18.451 0.0000
Predicted equation is: −

Influence of Concentration on Intensity Marker using MM Technique
Simple Correlation

Coefficient 0.96553
Non Linear Regression

Tested in two tailed alternative
Statistical hypothesis

Determination
Coefficient
R-Square

0.93225

F (Statistic) 288.982
Sig.

Level 0.0000 (HS) (*)

Variables in the Equation

Parameters B SE.B Beta t-test
Sig. of (

t )

Slope (B1) -
343.0888

20.18233 0.96553-
-

16.999
0.0000

(Constant) : B0 3555.878 65.76181 - 54.072 0.0000
Predicted equation is: −

(*) HS: Highly Significant at P<0.01
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Figure (3-11) shows long term trends of "Power-Shape, Power-Shape,

and Logarithmic” models for studying the influence of concentration on

intensity marker for different techniques, SM, PCF, and MM respectively in

AST enzyme.

Figure (3-11) Long Term Trend relationship of Influence Concentration on

the Intensity Marker in AST enzyme using different Technique
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3.5.2 ROC Curve for Enzymes indicators of (ALT by AST)

Table (3-15) illustrate estimation area of trade - off between complement

probability level of a specificity rate  and sensitivity rate by plotting sensitivity

against (1- specificity) to study that trade - off, which is called "Receiver

Operating Characteristic" ROC - curve for testing a diseased indicators in light of

studied controlled responses along different markers as state variables, as well as

significant levels for testing area under fifty percentage, with 95% confidence

interval of area indicator are illustrated.

Table (3-15): ROC Curve for Enzymes indicators of (ALT by AST) in light

of different techniques.

Statistics Cutoff
Point

Sen. Spec. Area Std.
Error

Asy.
Sig. (*)

Asy. 95% C.I.
L.b. U.b.

T
ec

hn
iq

ue
s

SMF 1496.5 1.000 0.261 0.591 0.085 0.283 0.425 0.758

PCF 1926.0 0.958 0.280 0.341 0.090 0.056 0.163 0.518

MMF 2760.5 0.833 0.870 0.835 0.066 0.000 0.705 0.965
(*) HS: Highly Sig. at P<0.01; Non Sig. at P>0.05; the positive actual state is Positive.

Results shows meaning differentiated was assigned within "MM"

technique, since positive highly significant area are calculated at P<0.01 in light

of subjective ALT enzyme in contrast of AST enzyme, as well as meaning

reversed differentiated was assigned concerning "PCF" technique in light of

subjective ALT enzyme in contrast of AST enzyme, rather than significant level

was not reached, Robert [98].

Figure (3-12) shows ROC curve plots for studied marker concerning for Enzymes

indicators of (ALT by AST) in light of different techniques.
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ROC Curve:Technique:   SM
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Figure (3-12): ROC Curve plots for Enzymes indicators of (ALT by AST) in

light of different technique
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3.6 Discussion

Typical biosensor is sensitive device that cnvert the biological change

into a noticeable sign, later is then converted into a numerical signal

consequence.

Enzymes are included as the sensitive substances provide the biosensor

selectivity to the molecule. Regarding optical biosensors are considered as the

greatest widespread because of high sensitivity and fasting time response.

[99,100]

The absorbance can be observed by directing a beam of radiation at the

sample and noticing the intensity of emission that originates across it.

The obtaining results demonstrated that the absorption of laser light by highly

concentrated samples are higher and inversely proportional to the intensity of

light, means the intensity of light are high when the concentration of enzymes

are low. This phenomenon could be explained as, the higher absorption of light

by samples (ALT and AST enzymes) due to the selection of suitable laser which

depends on the absorption of the samples to the wavelength of the laser. The

refractive index regulates how much the route of light is resolved, or refracted,

when arriving a material.

The present result established that the refractive index value are changed

according to the concentration of enzymes in blood samples, higher

concentration of samples means higher refractive index, Maximum

concentration of ALT enzyme (101.9 U/L), the higher refractive index (1.3570)

,the minimum concentration of ALT enzyme (9.9 U/L),the lower refractive

index(1.3567) . Maximum concentration of AST enzyme (224.5U/L), the higher

refractive index (1.3570), the minimum concentration of ALT enzyme (4.3U/L),

the lower refractive index (1.3545).
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From the findings of the present results the constructed biosensor are

fastest response ,stable, more accurate , fair sensitivity and inexpensive when

used in the measurement of the concentration of ALT and AST liver enzyme,

multimode (MM) biosensor considered the more effective and sensing than the

other types (SM and PCF ) fibers biosensors because the output intensity of

multimode fiber have a large number of modes compared with single mode and

photonic crystal fiber which have limitation number of modes due to their  basic

structure.

The present study are in agreement with other many studies using

biosensor to detect the level of ALT and AST enzymes in human blood sample.

ALT biosensor built on platinum wire microelectrode has been demonstrated

with a convenient, fast, and best selectivity in contradiction of both negatively

and positively charged interferents, this biosensor has good detection and

reasonable sensitivity. [101] Thuy and Seng ( 2016 )

Detection on paper-based micro analytical devices (PADs) are used in

general biochemistry, using the proposed PADs for detection the concentration

detection of AST and ALT in human serum samples are originate to be in good

agreement with those achieved using spectrophotometric a traditional type in

detection technique.[102]

A study had been done by Hsueh et al in 2011 established the procedure

of a two-step enzymatic reaction mechanism by an extremely sensitive Ir/C

nano-catalyst for single use only, screen-printing biosensor for detection ALT

enzyme. This detection was approved by counting the enzymatically-produced

H2O2 . The constructed biosensor showed an excellent results and could be very

useful for clinical applications in detection the level of ALT enzyme. [103]
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In the present study Photonic crystal biosensor were constructed using

single mode fiber (SMF-28) as a standard and the (PCF-LMA-10) prepared

optical fiber by cleaving and splicing, solid core are used which contain

four circles of air holes hexagonal in shape, Outer cladding diameter has (125 ±

2 μm), diameter of core are (10.1 ± 0.5) μm, air hole diameter 3.1μm and the

space between hole and hole are 6.6μm. The procedure of  PCF biosnsor

constuction are in agreement with other many studies, photonic crystal fiber

interferometer based in dew detection that functions in mode reflection.

Cleaving and fusion splicing are used for building the sensor head. The sensor

illustrations good sensitivity through a large wavelength peak. The device's

reaction to temperature and ambient humidity. [104]

Rawaa and Hanan 2015, they constructed a sensor chemical in type

invented it by cutting and splicing photonic crystal fiber (PCF LMA-10) and

single-mode fibers (SMF-28) at different length. Collapsed region in the PCF

are examined under microscope and consider the key component for stimulating

and recombination of two core modes, they decided that interferometers

demonstrate regular interference patterns which change remarkable when the

spaces of the fiber are penetrated with molecules of instable compounds and

Acceptance of the system with a fast sensing information. [105]

Using Lasers with different wavelengths have been used for different

biological applications such as blood and urine tests, based on Mach-Zehnder

interferometer laser with (532nm) as a laser source with input power of (12.2

nw). A laser biosensor is designed with different lengths of solid core photonic

crystal fibers (LMA-10) (1.5cm, 1cm and 0.5cm) to be used for the detection of

different types of anemia such as iron deficiency and aplastic anemia ,the device

with the hole collapsed, the LMA-10 photonic crystal fiber was spliced by

fusion splicer type (FSM 60 S) to the SMF-28. Collapsing technique can be
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Implemented in this sensor. PCF sensor used with length 1.5cm because

it proved to be the most sensitive sensor for changing the refractive index of the

biological .The light green source laser been used in this experiment with

λ=532nm and output power=12.2nw [106].

The manufacture of photonic crystal fiber modal interferometers is

approved with different post-processing techniques such as tapering, cleaving,

and splicing. Photonic crystal fiber interferometers display low thermal

sensitivity, applications range from sensing temperature or strain to refractive

index and organic compounds (volatile). [107]
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3.7 Conclusions

The present study highlights the following conclusions in reference to the

results obtained.

1- The ALT enzyme sensing in wavelength 531.62 nm and the AST enzyme

sensing in wavelength 531.16 nm in 3 setup.

2- The refractive index value are changed according to the concentration of

enzymes in blood samples, higher concentration of samples higher refractive

index,

3- The best type of laser biosensor is multimode biosensor for detection the

concentration of both enzymes in the sample in addition it is highly sensitive

in transmission of signal light intensity.

4- The intensity of light are high when the concentration of enzymes are low

means the absorption of laser light by highly concentrated samples are

higher compared with lower emitted light (intensity).

5- Biosensor are most a currate, with a  rapid diagnosis ,more costley method

than the traditional method to avoid any biological  changes in blood sample

that lead to changes optical charastetic (refractive index and absorption)  of

blood sample.

3.8 Suggestions

1- Detection other types of liver enzymes such as Gamma-glutamyltransferase

(GGT), Bilirubin and Alkaline phosphatase (ALP) or another types of enzymes

in human body.
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Appendix 5

Regression outcomes for Influence of Concentration on the Intensity Marker

using SM Technique in ALT enzyme

Dep.
Independent:  Saliva Ferritin (ng/ml)

Math. Model R sq. d.f. F Sig. F b0 b1 b2 b3

In
te

ns
it

y 
M

ar
ke

r

Linear 0.602 22 33.3 0.000 2755.5 -16.38

Logarithmic 0.831 22 107.8 0.000 4658.5 -751.31

Inverse 0.939 22 340.4 0.000 1253.2 21094

Quadratic 0.845 21 57.2 0.000 3511.7 -63.404 0.449

Cubic 0.905 20 63.8 0.000 4119.8 -119.81 1.8023 -0.0087

Compound 0.704 22 52.4 0.000 2799.0 0.9922

Power 0.902 22 201.8 0.000 6693.6 -0.3476

S - Shape 0.943 22 367.2 0.000 7.3 9.3874

Growth 0.704 22 52.4 0.000 7.9 -0.0079

Exponential 0.704 22 52.4 0.000 2799.0 -0.0079

Logistic 0.704 22 52.4 0.000 0.0 1.0079

Shaded model reported the best fitness Equation.

Regression outcomes for Influence of Concentration on the Intensity Marker

using PCF Technique in ALT enzyme

Dep.
Independent:  Saliva Ferritin (ng/ml)

Math. Model R sq. d.f. F Sig. F b0 b1 b2 b3

In
te

ns
it

y 
M

ar
ke

r

Linear 0.764 22 71.13 0.000 2396.89 -7.4297

Logarithmic 0.617 22 35.49 0.000 3007.63 -261.68

Inverse 0.426 22 16.36 0.001 1897.67 5772.76

Quadratic 0.856 21 62.18 0.000 2207.91 4.4219 -0.1131

Cubic 0.992 20 830.25 0.000 2584.58 -30.393 0.7167 -0.0053

Compound 0.71 22 53.95 0.000 2440.46 0.996

Power 0.55 22 26.91 0.000 3371.81 -0.1396

S - Shape 0.362 22 12.5 0.002 7.5347 3.0068

Growth 0.71 22 53.95 0.000 7.7999 -0.004

Exponential 0.71 22 53.95 0.000 2440.46 -0.004

Logistic 0.71 22 53.95 0.000 0.0004 1.0041

Shaded model reported the best fitness Equation.



Regression outcomes for Influence of Concentration on the Intensity Marker

using MM Technique in ALT enzyme

Dep.
Independent:  Saliva Ferritin (ng/ml)

Math. Model R sq. d.f. F Sig. F b0 b1 b2 b3

In
te

ns
it

y 
M

ar
ke

r

Linear 0.902 22 202.9 0.000 3341.9 -20.4

Logarithmic 0.739 22 62.2 0.000 5029.8 -721.4

Inverse 0.494 22 21.5 0.000 1984.9 15581.0

Quadratic 0.938 21 160.0 0.000 3044.5 -1.9 -0.1766

Cubic 0.939 20 102.7 0.000 3107.5 -7.8 -0.0365 -0.0009

Compound 0.854 22 128.5 0.000 3616.0 1.0

Power 0.662 22 43.0 0.000 8207.0 -0.4

S - Shape 0.414 22 15.5 0.001 7.5 7.4

Growth 0.854 22 128.5 0.000 8.2 0.0

Exponential 0.854 22 128.5 0.000 3616.0 0.0

Logistic 0.854 22 128.5 0.000 0.0 1.0

Shaded model reported the best fitness Equation.



Regression outcomes for Influence of Concentration on the Intensity Marker

using SM Technique in AST enzyme

Dep.
Independent:  Saliva Ferritin (ng/ml)

Math. Model R sq. d.f. F Sig. F b0 b1 b2 b3

In
te

ns
it

y 
M

ar
ke

r

Linear 0.356 21 11.62 0.003 2359.76 -6.31

Logarithmic 0.779 21 74.23 0.000 3941.64 -582.80

Inverse 0.719 21 53.65 0.000 1495.14 10316.80

Quadratic 0.867 20 65.1 0.000 3197.32 -51.52 0.1969

Cubic 0.936 19 92.79 0.000 3461.46 -75.37 0.6569 -0.0016

Compound 0.428 21 15.71 0.001 2313.91 1.00

Power 0.817 21 94.03 0.000 5041.86 -0.29

S - Shape 0.658 21 40.32 0.000 7.33 4.80

Growth 0.428 21 15.71 0.001 7.75 0.00

Exponential 0.428 21 15.71 0.001 2313.91 0.00

Logistic 0.428 21 15.71 0.001 0.00 1.00

Shaded model reported the best fitness Equation.

Regression outcomes for Influence of Concentration on the Intensity Marker

using PCF Technique in AST enzyme

Dep.
Independent: Saliva Ferritin (ng/ml)

Math. Model R sq. d.f. F Sig. F b0 b1 b2 b3

In
te

ns
it

y 
M

ar
ke

r

Linear 0.441 23 18.14 0.000 2580.3 -6.17

Logarithmic 0.855 23 135.76 0.000 3877.6 -501.43

Inverse 0.725 23 60.53 0.000 1846.9 7426.95

Quadratic 0.891 22 89.78 0.000 3194.3 -41.43 0.155

Cubic 0.934 21 99.25 0.000 3352.2 -56.92 0.4675 -0.0011

Compound 0.523 23 25.24 0.000 2562.0 1.00

Power 0.884 23 174.45 0.000 4560.5 -0.23

S - Shape 0.651 23 42.93 0.000 7.5 3.12

Growth 0.523 23 25.24 0.000 7.8 0.00

Exponential 0.523 23 25.24 0.000 2562.0 0.00

Logistic 0.523 23 25.24 0.000 0.0 1.00
Shaded model reported the best fitness Equation.



Regression outcomes for Influence of Concentration on the Intensity Marker

using MM Technique in AST enzyme

Dep.
Independent:  Saliva Ferritin (ng/ml)

Math. Model R sq. d.f. F Sig. F b0 b1 b2 b3

In
te

ns
it

y 
M

ar
ke

r

Linear 0.797 21 82.58 0.000 2677.5 -5.1

Logarithmic 0.932 21 288.98 0.000 3555.9 -343.1

Inverse 0.518 21 22.53 0.000 2197.5 4712.8

Quadratic 0.927 20 126.5 0.000 2904.5 -17.3 0.0534

Cubic 0.978 19 286.96 0.000 3027.3 -28.4 0.2672 -0.0008

Compound 0.84 21 110.38 0.000 2696.8 0.998

Power 0.892 21 172.98 0.000 3994.3 -0.155

S - Shape 0.438 21 16.39 0.001 7.686 2.005

Growth 0.84 21 110.38 0.000 7.900 -0.002

Exponential 0.84 21 110.38 0.000 2696.8 -0.002

Logistic 0.84 21 110.38 0.000 0.0004 1.002

Shaded model reported the best fitness Equation.
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 الخلاصة

 لخلفية:ا

ف    انًخحغغاثححهُهُت حشخًم ػهً يجًىػت يٍ ػُاطش  اجهضةانبُىنىجُت بأَها  انًخحغغاثحؼُشَّ

انبُىنىجٍ يثم َظاو الاعخشؼاس ويحىل ؽاقت ، وهٍ حجًغ ػُظشًا َشطاً بُىنىجُاً يغ يحىل ؽاقت 

انكًُُائُت فٍ أٌ َىع يٍ انؼُُاث.  انًىادفُضَائٍ يُاعب لإَخاج إشاسة قابهت نهقُاط حخُاعب يغ حشكُض 

خظائض انو انحذَثتحؼشع يغخشؼشاث الإَضَى انحُىَت قًُت حطبُق يًخاصة بغبب حطىس انخكُىنىجُا 

 .انًخًُضة

 الهذف من الذراسة:

وأَضًَاث انكبذ الأيُُاث  (ALT) ايُُُض َظانخشا اِنٍُُ انكبذانكشف ػٍ يغخىي إَضًَاث   

 كطشَقت جذَذة َتانهُضس انًخحغغاثوحشكُضها باعخخذاو يجًىػت يخخهفت يٍ  (AST) انُاقهت الأعباسحُت

 : العمل طرقو المىاد 

( 27-55حخشاوح أػًاسهى بٍُ ) انهزٍَركىس وإَاد  انًشػً جًؼج أسبغ وػششوٌ ػُُت دو يٍ  

يم يٍ انذو  51عُت فٍ يغخشفً ابٍ انُفُظ ، َشكىٌ يٍ أيشاع انقهب وانكبذ. يٍ كم يشَغ ، حى أخز 

 و ALT يم( َغخخذو نهكشف ػٍ حشكُض إَضًَاث 5إنً قغًٍُ ، ) وحى حقغًُتبانطشد انًشكضٌ  يؼايلأ

AST انخٍ حى فحظها َذوَاً فٍ انًغخشفً باعخخذاو ؽقى RANDOX  ٍويقُاط انطُف انؼىئٍ ف

ثلاثت الأخشي انًغخخذيت نهكشف ػٍ حشكُض الاَضًَاث باعخخذاو  5ml( َاَىيخش. 546انطىل انًىجٍ )

. وفقاً نهخظائض انبظشَت نكم يٍ انطىل َت انًظُؼتهُضسان تانبُىنىجُ  انًخحغغاثاَىاع يٍ اجهضة 

َاَىيخش( كًا هى يذسج فٍ انًجًىػت ويؤشش  531-551) AST و ALT انًىجٍ انقُاعٍ نلإَضًٍَُ

 au  ،5.3421 5.3421باعخخذاو يقُاط إَكغاس آبٍ ،  AST و ALT ٌ نلااَضًٍَُالاَكغاس نًؼُاس

au  فٍ انطىل  انًُاعب ) أشباِ انًىطلاث(َىع انهُضس الاخؼش داَىد انُضس ػهً انخىانٍ باخخُاس

ؤشش الاَكغاس بىاعطت يقُاط إَكغاس آبٍ انقُاعٍ . ييهً واؽ 5111َاَىيخش ، انطاقت > 537انًىجٍ 

 حُىَت نهكشف ػٍ حشكُض إَضًَاث انًخحغغاث)ػادٌ(. حغُخخذو ثلاثت أَىاع يٍ الأنُاف انؼىئُت لإَشاء 

ALT و AST فٍ ػُُاث انًظم: 

َاَىيخش ػهً  535.56َاَىيخش و  67. 535فٍ انخحغظ  (SMF-72) الأنُاف واحذ يخحغظ وػغ .5

 .انخىانٍ

 .َاَىيخش نكم يٍ الاَضًَاث 535.56فٍ  (MM) الأنُاف انًخؼذدة يخحغظ .7

3.   PCF Machzenderالأنُاف انبهىسَت انؼىئُت يخحغظ حذاخم (PCF - LMA-51) 

َاَىيخش نكلا الاَضًَاث. َخى إَشاء ثلاثت أَىاع يٍ انًغخشؼشاث انحُىَت ، وهٍ  535.56الاعخشؼاس فٍ 



وانًغخشؼش انحُىٌ انبهىسٌ  (MMF) ، وانىػغ انًخؼذد انىعائؾ (SMF) الأنُاف راث انىػغ الأحادٌ

بانهُضس دَىد انؼىء  (PC و MM ،  (SM) ًظُؼتانحُىَت ان انًخحغغاثحخظم  .(PCF) انؼىئٍ

، ػهً انجضء  AST و ALT َاَىيخش وفقاً نهخظائض انبظشَت نًؼُاس 537الأخؼش انًظذس بانهُضس 

الاحظال يغ يحهم  ويم يٍ انًؼاَُش )نجًُغ انؼُُاث(  5 حى وػغ الإػذاد ،عى( نكم  7انًؼذ يٍ الأنُاف )

 .لإظهاس إشاسة كثافت (HR-7111) انحغاط انطُف انؼىئٍ

 

 :النتائج 

إٌ ايخظاص ػىء انهُضس بىاعطت ػُُاث شذَذة انخشكُض َكىٌ أػهً وَخُاعب ػكغُا يغ شذة   

َكىٌ حشكُض الإَضًَاث يُخفؼًا. ًَكٍ حفغُش هزِ  انؼىء ، يًا َؼٍُ أٌ شذة انؼىء حكىٌ ػانُت ػُذيا

بغبب اخخُاس  (AST و ALT إَضًَاث) انظاهشة ػهً أَها الايخظاص انؼانٍ نهؼىء بىاعطت ػُُاث

 نُضس يُاعب َؼخًذ ػهً ايخظاص انؼُُاث نطىل يىجت انهُضس. َؼخبش انًغخشؼش انحُىٌ يخؼذد انىعائؾ

(MM) يقاسَت يغ انًُؾ  الاشاساثنُاف يخؼذدة انىعائؾ نها ػذد كبُش يٍ أكثش فؼانُت لأٌ إشاسة كثافت الأ

 .انفشدٌ والأنُاف انبهىسَت انؼىئُت انخٍ نها ػذد يحذود يٍ الأوػاع بغبب بُُخها الأعاعُت

 : خاتمةال

 وػغ أحادٌ ، يخؼذد الأنُاف وأنُاف انكشَغخالانبظشَت  انًخحغغاثيٍ  ثلاثت أَىاع حى حظُُغ

 AST و ALT نهكشف ػٍ يغخىي إَضًَاث كبذ 537nmانؼىئُت باعخخذاو نُضس دَىد ػىئٍ أخؼش 

فٍ ػُُاث انذو ، َؼخبش يغخشؼش انهُضس انًخؼذد انىعائؾ أفؼم يغخشؼش بُىنىجٍ نهكشف ػٍ حشكُض كم 

الاعخشؼاس  يٍ الإَضًَاث فٍ انؼُُت بالإػافت إنً أَها حغاعت نهغاَت فٍ اَخقال شذة ػىء الإشاسة. جهاص

انبُىنىجٍ هى الأكثش حىاحشا ، يغ حشخُض عشَغ ، ؽشَقت أكثش حكهفت يٍ انطشَقت انخقهُذَت نخجُب أٌ 

 يٍ حغُُشاث بُىنىجُت فٍ ػُُت انذو حؤدٌ إنً حغُشاث انخباٍَ انبظشٌ )يؤشش الاَكغاس وايخظاص(

 .ػُُت انذو
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